

CHAPTER ONE

World Wheel~ Spoke One
Malibu, California, USA
1984–1987
Western Gateway performance
Malibu, California

I

AWOKE IN THE middle of the night on Boney

Mountain, the highest peak of California’s
Santa Monica Mountains that run through Los Angeles and up the coast toward Ventura. From my bed I
gazed out of my trailer window into the star-ﬁlled sky,
my dream still vivid before me:
I am carving a giant face out of living rock—
warm, dark granite, rough under my palms in
some places, smooth in others. As I chip away at
the bottom lip, I have the sense that I am working on a sacred site in a country that I had never
before visited. A young woman with a golden
complexion and dark, almond-shaped eyes peers
up at me and speaks in a language I can’t understand. She adjusts the baby on her hip and pulls
her woolen shawl over his head as a biting wind
cuts across the high, barren plateau. In the distance I see snow-covered mountains disappearing into a topknot of swirling clouds. I stop work,
and the young woman joins me as we gather
small stones and herbs and place them carefully
in my knapsack for a pending ceremony.
The dream shifts and I am in a place that
seems close to the Mediterranean Sea. Wearing my backpack, I hike up into an area near
crashing waterfalls covered in green grass and
wildﬂowers. I lay my hammer and chisel at the
base of a large outcropping of limestone. Three
people have followed the same trail and shout to
me in another language I only half understand,
“Vijali, show us how to carve.” I hand them each

a hammer and chisel, and we work together as
we sing, stop to share the lunch from my pack,
and then continue until sunset creating a ﬁgure
in the stone. Villagers arrive with baskets of food
and light candles around the sculpture. We start
dancing in a circle—the women’s red and blue
skirts ﬂaring in the glow of the sinking sun.
Within the context of this dream, I somehow knew
that I went on to many countries where I carved giant
sculptures of stone to establish new sacred sites. In
every community the inhabitants spoke languages I
had never heard. And yet, at the end of my stay in
each country, we created a ceremony of transformation with music, dance, and ritual—for our lives, for
their community, and for the world. In the dream I
went from country to country around the globe, creating a giant circle of peace, a World Wheel.
I sat up in bed with a start. The dream gave me an
answer to the question that had burned in my soul
for ten years—how do I live my vision of a borderless world that came to me unexpected one solitary
night?
I had no idea how I would enact what I had seen
or where the circle of my dream lay. Where were all
these countries? How would I ﬁnance my travel to
them? How would I connect with these people? I lived
with these questions for two years.
Then one evening in 1986, I was sitting on the
steps of my trailer and gazing at the full moon. Suddenly it gave me an idea, and I jumped up and went
to a world globe that I kept in a back room. I put my
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step, and managed to get the door closed behind me. I
ran up the dirt road that wound through my beloved
boulders. The wind tore at my clothes and hair, and I
let out a wolf howl. Ahwooooo! The wilderness of the
void seemed to contain all possibilities, and I wanted
to jump in and discover who I really was.
The red sky faded into night, and the boulders
retreated into darkness. I took off my clothes and
weighted them down with a stone. Removing my hairclip, my hair fell to my thighs. I ran in total blackness,
with only my internal radar to guide my feet.
As I ran, the force of the gale caused me to lift
slightly with each stride so that I felt almost airborne.
I threw myself into the arms of wind, penetrated by
this unknown lover’s hot breath. I felt as if I had
already jumped into the void, and I trusted that everything would be all right, whatever form that all right
might take.

Vijali sitting outside of her trailer at Boney Mountain,
Santa Monica Mountains, California

ﬁnger on the 34th north parallel where I lived, and
spun the world. Twelve sites leapt out at me: the Santa
Monica Mountains where I lived, the Seneca Cattarautus Reservation in upstate New York (home to a Seneca elder with whom I had spent much time), Spain,
Italy, Greece, Egypt, Israel and Palestine, India, Tibet,
China, Siberia, and Japan. I realized that this circle of
countries formed the giant wheel of my dream, and
that the circle represented the interconnection with
all life, the tangible experience of my vision. I would
begin in my own environment where I could address
local problems and learn from resources at hand. Only
later I would earn the right to enter other countries.
This thought released a current of new energy, as
if the wild, dark roots of my psyche which had lain
dormant for so long had come to life and were about
to put forth new branches and leaves.
I finished my supper of rice and vegetables and
opened the door of my trailer. The hot summer wind
tore it from my hand and banged it against the metal
side. I stepped outside, braced my body against the
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Through Anaïs Nin I had become friends with Mary
Wright. A few days after I had turned the world globe
and had seen the countries of my dream, I ran into
Mary at the market. She invited me to visit her at her
home in the Santa Monica Mountains, a few ranges from my trailer. I already knew Anaïs’s husband,
Rupert, and now I would meet Mary’s husband, Eric.
Both Rupert and Eric Wright were grandsons of
Frank Lloyd Wright.
When I drove up to the Wright’s house, Mary
stood in the doorway waving for me to come in. I sat
in her painting studio where she poured me tea, and
through the window I saw Eric engrossed in his architectural design in an adjacent studio.
After she heard my artistic vision, Mary’s eyes were
bright with generosity as she made me an offer. “If
you ﬁnd a location on our land that feels right for
your sculpture and performance event, we would be
thrilled if you started the World Wheel here.”
When we finished tea, Mary introduced me to
Eric and went back to her painting. I left the studio
and walked down the wooden steps to a path that
led into the chaparral. The view was breathtaking,
and my excitement rose as I hiked through naturally
sculpted stone outcroppings ﬁlled with caves. I found
myself irresistibly drawn to a precipice of earth jut-
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ting over the Paciﬁc. I stood on the edge, breathing
in the humid, salty air. To the north I saw the Santa
Barbara Channel Islands rising out of the Paciﬁc; to
the south, the Santa Monica coastline. I turned and
looked behind me. Range after range of the Santa
Monica Mountains spread as far as I could see, with
their twisting, jutting stone peaks and chaparral-covered slopes.
I sat down on the warm earth and watched a redtailed hawk circle over my head—and I knew that this
was the place for the ﬁrst World Wheel sculpture and
event. I jumped up and walked in a circle. As I did, I
visualized a wheel on the ground created by stones. In
the center of the wheel, a large upright stone would
honor my Celtic background and the megalithic
period of standing stones in Europe. On my way up
the hill I had grabbed a makeshift walking stick from
the underbrush, and now I jammed the point of it
into the center of the circle until it held ﬁrm. I found
a string in my knapsack, tied it to the upright end of
the stick, and pulled the string taut as I walked the
circumference, dropping ﬂour I had brought for this
purpose. As I walked I felt the closure of a circle of my
own life: the struggle I had had as an abandoned child
and the darkness that had hovered over me from having a schizophrenic mother; the introspection of my
ten years in the Vedanta Society convent as a nun; two
marriages; and now I was ending a ﬁve-year period of
retreat in these mountains. When I had completed the
circle of ﬂour I stood and gazed out over the ocean. I
felt this moment was the beginning of another spiral
moving outward into the world, into connection and
into community.
On a beach north of Malibu, I parked my Subaru and
hiked down the bank through enormous boulders
until I spotted an upright granite rock about eight
feet high that felt right for the center of my circle. I
planned to dig a circular ﬁre pit around the standing
stone in the center to represent the union of the male
and female qualities.
I called a friend, and an hour later he arrived with
his truck. We secured ropes around the boulder and
tried to move it, but his wheels only spun in the moist

sand. After hours of struggle, the rope snapped, the
slab crashed down the embankment into the surf, and
the truck almost lunged over the cliff. Sweat poured
down my friend’s face, and my shirt was wet from
exertion and the surf spray.
The next day we returned with chains. Once again,
I looped them around the boulder while the truck
groaned and spun its tires. After hours of work, we
had the stone part way up the bank, but we could
budge it no further. Finally, admitting defeat as the
sun dropped into the ocean, we removed the chains
and allowed the rock to drop to its original home,
where it burrowed even deeper into the sand. A wave
crashed over it, reclaiming the boulder as its own.
Now I researched the effect of ﬁre on stone. Granite was the wrong material anyway—it would crack
and fall apart with continual heat. Yet I needed both
the standing stone and ﬁre, as I had visions of men
and women sitting in ceremony around its warmth on
cold nights. I would have to ﬁnd a stone that could
withstand heat. Lava was the obvious choice since
heat would vent through pores caused by escaping
gases during its formation.
When I could find no lava rock in the Santa
Monica Mountains around our site, I searched for
an appropriate boulder in nearby commerical stone
yards. The first yard had sandstone, but no lava
boulders. The next had lava rock, but nothing large
enough to stand upright in the center of my circle.

Santa Monica Mountains, California
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Setting the center stone for Earth Wheel with help from the
Wright family

With our center boulder now in place, we needed
stones to shape the wheel around it. I called my friend
Elizabeth at her home in Malibu. Tall and slender
with bobbed brown hair and dark eyes, Elizabeth was
called Boo by her friends because she was spunky and
straightforward. When the tides were low, we donned
sun hats and took our gunnysacks to the beach. We
laughed like children as the ocean spray soaked our
clothes, and we gathered small multi-colored stones
the tide had belched out onto the sand. We tossed
the red, gold, black and white stones into four burlap bags until they became almost too heavy to carry.
Once a week we met like this, to gather these small
stones, load them in the back of Boo’s truck, and
carry them up to the site.

Finally, in a Santa Monica stone yard, I found all the
presence and strength I needed in a boulder brought
from a lava ﬁeld in Mexico.
On the following Thursday, the day of the stone’s
delivery to the Wright’s land, in a gesture of puriﬁcation and sacred rite similar to that used by Native
Americans of the area, ﬁve of us laid bundles of sage
in the pit we had dug. In the afternoon, a truck arrived
with the great lava stone. Eric and Mary and their
two lanky sons hurried out of their studios, eager to
help. Each of us donned whatever protective gear we
had—leather gloves, boots—and with wooden planks
for levers, six of us pushed and pulled the stone from
the truck until eventually it dropped with a thud into
the pit. We carefully wedged smaller stones and earth
into the hole. Then we stomped around the boulder
to pack it tightly.
Once the stone was upright and supported, we
stood back, wiped the sweat from our faces, and gazed
with awe at this great red monolith. It was alive; the
hot bubbling, twisting lava of its origin was with us.
Eric broke our moment of silence with a burst of
laughter exclaiming, “Wow, what a phallus!” Linda,
Mary’s cousin, had brought her eight-month-old
girl wrapped in a yellow shawl and nursed her as we
walked around the stone. She whispered, “To me, she
looks like a calm, silent Madonna.” And viewing her
from another angle, Mary said, “Now she looks like
an old woman bent with life experience.”

In a few weeks, friends started arriving at the sculpture site and joined me, helping to dig trenches into
the ground along the lines I had marked to form an
Earth Wheel. Four spokes ran from the center of the
circle toward the four cardinal directions, a ﬁfteenfoot radius. We worked in silence, giving thought
to each act as we patted, stomped, and pounded the
ditches, making the walls even and ﬁrm, breathing in
the fragrance of the moist earth.
In the Medicine Wheel—as taught to me by
Yehwehnode, a Seneca elder I had been close to for
many years—the South represents faith, trust, and
innocence. The animal of the South is the mouse or
the porcupine which only sees what is under its nose.
The lessons learned from this direction arise from the
close experiences of home, family, relationship, and
the immediate environment. As I worked with my
hands to scoop out earth that had fallen back into the
trench, I became another earth-bound creature sniffing the soil, forming new relationships with a family of co-creators. Just as the sun set over the Paciﬁc,
Mary grabbed one end of a gunnysack and I the other.
We walked South, pouring the red sea-washed pebbles
Boo and I had gathered earlier into the trench.
During the next week we completed the trench
running west, the place of introspection, and from
a second sack we dumped black stones. The animal
representing the West is the black bear, and with
the strength of the bear the goals of our dreams are
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accomplished. In this direction, we let go of the past
in order to enter a brighter future.
As I worked, I re-experienced my own dark path
of introspection and reached into myself, into the
unconscious, which this direction represents. For a
long period of my life I had dwelled in these dark corridors as I attempted to understand the roots of my
own despair and isolation.
Patting the earth ﬁrm on the Earth Wheel, I pulled
myself out of my reverie. How much time has passed,
I wondered, as I saw the sun begin to set. I thought
of the bear as he wakes from his hibernation and reenters life. I had to give myself permission to live out
my dream in the world—to let my art bring understanding within ourselves, and within and between
communities.
During the next week I worked in the northerly
position, that of the wounded healer. The animal of the
North is the buffalo or the moose, which is strong and
paces itself. In order to survive some crisis or near-death
experience, we must ﬁnd the road out of our difﬁculties. The wisdom gained as we journey from confusion
to understanding becomes our gift to others.
Shirley Graham and Peter Levitt, two writer
friends, joined me. They picked up shovels and helped
to deepen the trench. Shirley’s long blond hair blew
in the breeze as she shoveled the earth out of a trench;
Peter put his shovel aside to squat and scoop the soil
away with his hands. As his amber eyes danced with
playfulness, I realized how all the sorrows and fears
and longings of my childhood had brought me right
here, digging trenches to create my dearest wish—the
family I lacked in childhood, a world family drawn
together without boundaries.
After Shirley left for work and Peter to teach his
writing class, I poured out the ﬁrst bag of white stones,
which symbolized wisdom and the purity of regeneration. As I worked, I saw how the pain of isolation in
my childhood had pushed me to ﬁnd a way out of my
own despair, and how my artwork had allowed me to
transform my own life. As I poured in the last heavy
sack of white stones, still marked with the salty stains
of seawater, I wondered if I could ever have dreamed
of the World Wheel if I had not been wounded. Would
I ever have connected to this web of life?

Soon other friends arrived, and we completed the
trench running East and ﬁlled it with gold stones,
representing illumination and farsightedness. More
friends arrived, and everyone joined in the work, moving the four large boulders to the outer ends of the
four trenches now ﬁlled with colored stones accenting
the cardinal directions. When we had completed the
work, we sat and gazed at the wheel. As the eagle of
the East ﬂies high and sees the larger picture, I looked
up at the expanse of sparkling blue ocean and considered the journey ahead of me.

Peter Levitt, Mary Wright, and Vijali working together
to create Earth Wheel

Later, after everyone had gone, I sat alone in the
circle of stone and surveyed what we had accomplished. The setting sun streaked orange across the
circle and seemed to set the monolith on ﬁre. The
smell of baked earth and the warm breeze on my bare
arms evoked a childhood memory:
I am seven years old. I run out of the house and through a
tunnel of dry grass taller than my head. The heavy fragrance
of earth reaches me. I ﬁnd my secret place, a little spot of
ground hidden from view of the house by the high grass. In
this private place, I have arranged stones in a circle and an
upright stone at the center. When I reach my sacred hideout, I
lay dandelions around the stone. I am crying when I go there,
but as I sit in the circle, everything feels all right again, and
my heart ﬁlls with peace.
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Earth Wheel at the ﬁrst World Wheel site, Malibu, California

The pulse of the crickets’ song pulled me out of
my reverie. It was late as I stuffed the remainder of
a sandwich and my notebook into my backpack and
returned to my car. From the Wright’s land I drove
north, away from Malibu and the Los Angeles area,
along a winding road through the Santa Monica
Mountains until Boney Mountain loomed before me.
My heart pounded as it had the ﬁrst day I laid eyes
on those jutting stone deities rising against the sky.
I drove the last mile on the eroded earth road and
parked my station wagon in front of the broken-down
trailer that had been my home in this wilderness for
the past ﬁve years. My life had become very simple.
How would it feel to be “in the world” again?
The next morning I arose before sunrise, greeted the
rising sun and returned to the site to meet with the
others for the Monday practice of our small group,
Theater of the Earth, which I had formed to develop a

6

performance for the closing event of the ﬁrst World
Wheel site. I had met Georgianne Cowan in a performance class. With two or three other friends, we had
been meeting twice a week at her home in Santa Monica to create the performance. But now we decided
to meet at the site on the Wright’s land, at the Earth
Wheel sculpture itself.
I drove to the practice laden with concern. Would
we be prepared for the ceremony in time? What roles
would we play, and how would our costumes reﬂect
the content? Arriving before the other performers, I
left my station wagon, climbed the hill to the Earth
Wheel and sat for a moment before the presence of
the upright stone. Then I went to where my friend
Boo and I had piled some grey stones. One by one
I carried them to the upright boulder and arranged
them around the base to form a circular ﬁre pit. The
shape reminded me of the yoni,2 which in Hinduism is
used to designate the sacred feminine. As I worked in
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the shadow of the lingam, I felt the presence of ancient
people and tried to sense their thoughts. It seemed to
me that they felt more than fertility in those phallic
stones. They felt a force, a vibration that entered the
body and mind and brought change and clarity.3
I ﬁnished arranging the stones and sat in silence
until I heard the wheels of a car crunch on the dirt
road coming up the hill. Georgianne had arrived,
accompanied by Anne Mavor, a performance artist
and writer. The two of them joined me at the Earth
Wheel, and we each found our own place to sit on the
ground within the circle.
A tangible silence drew us inward for a time. Then
I led a few theater exercises centered around the
three questions I had contemplated since childhood:
Where do we come from? What is our problem? What is the
solution?
Georgianne reached into her backpack and drew
out a costume she had been working on. She slipped
on the transparent, membrane-like body suit, tugged
and pulled until it covered her whole body and face.
Then she danced—her body tall and slim, undulating
like water in answer to the ﬁrst question, Where do we
come from? She sat down and said, “I want to use my
ﬂeeting birth memories to understand myself and the
conﬂicts I am having in my life. I feel we evolved as a
species from water.”
Anne asked, What is our problem, what is our sickness?
She brought out her costume, and when she slipped
it on, she looked like a football cheerleader. She
bounced around our circle with exaggerated gestures
as her short red skirt ﬂared out with each step.
“How is your problem or sickness effecting our
community, our planet?” I questioned her.
“I’ve asked Ron from our performance workshop
to rant and rage about the ‘true’ path, as I cheer him
on. Then I plan to have us all end up in a ﬁght about
who has the right way.”
Anne had a severe stutter, and, while many of our
sessions were an emotional struggle for her, through
her performance she found her voice and a passion for
working with words. After the World Wheel event, she
had the conﬁdence to perform solo for the ﬁrst time.
“I feel connected to the third question,” I said.
What is the solution—what can heal us and bring us into bal-

ance? I took out my skimpy deerskin skirt, slipped
off my jeans, and tied it loosely around my hips. I
would play the role of Gaia, the ancient Greek word
for Earth. Through the image of Gaia, I would convey that harmony might be restored if we could ﬁnd
again, not only our real relationship with the earth,
but also that we are Earth. I walked to the edge of
our stone circle, picked up a dried tumbleweed,
and clipped it on my head. As I wove my long hair
through its web, I imagined how our bodies formed
out of earth’s evolution and are made of the same
elements—how the trees, stones, and animals are our
brothers and sisters.
One warm day in June, I left my work with the performance to meet a friend, Richard Feynman, the physicist
and Nobel Prize winner who developed the landmark
theory of quantum electrodynamics and the “Feynman
Diagrams.” We met at the entrance to Winter Canyon
behind the Pepperdine University campus, where a few
years earlier I had been given permission by the university to create two environmental sculptures.
I pulled up in my station wagon and spotted
Richard’s car already parked along the curb. I gave
him a hug and hid my surprise at how frail his body
had become, eaten away by cancer. He had only a few
more months to live, and his last request of me was
that I personally show him one of my sculptures.
His tall frame was now gaunt and his sandy brown
hair now gray, but his eyes still lit up mischievously
whenever I looked back at him. We hiked along the
steep bank to the right of the waterfall. I heard him
slip once and displace a few stones which tumbled
down the embankment. I slowed my pace and
paused, ready to help him over the next boulder,
but he stiffened as a child might at the sight of my
hand, and I could see he wanted to manage the trek
himself.
When we reached the summit of the bank at the
top of a waterfall, we stopped to catch our breath.
After a moment Richard said, “If a cataclysm occurred,
so that all scientiﬁc knowledge was destroyed, and
you were allowed only a one-sentence hypothesis
to pass on to the next generations, what would you
say?” He turned to me, but he answered himself. “I’d
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Vijali working on the Shelter Sculpture in Winter Canyon,
Pepperdine University, Malibu, California
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Vijali carving in cave for Sculptural Amphitheater in Winter
Canyon, Pepperdine University, Malibu, California

say that all things are made of atoms—particles that
move around in perpetual motion, attracting each
other when they are a little distance apart, but repellent when they are squeezed together.”
“Like humans,” I said, acknowledging his irony.
We walked down to the stream and he crouched
by the bank to put his hand in the water. He let the
drops fall from his ﬁngertips. “Imagine this great
drop of water, with all these jiggling particles stuck
together. The water keeps its volume; it doesn’t fall
apart because of the attraction of the molecules for
each other. If the drop is on a slope, as this stream
is, where it can move from one place to another, the
water will ﬂow, but it doesn’t just ﬂy apart—because
of molecular attraction.”
Richard stood up and wiped his hand on his
shirt, and then we crawled on our bellies through the
dried grass tunnel I had crept through for two years
while I worked back in the canyon. I could hear his
labored breathing behind me, and when I emerged on
the other side, I had to wait several seconds for him
to catch up. I extended my hand to help him to his
feet, and this time he grasped it. I expected warmth,
and instead I felt bones, hard and cool. Though there
had always been an attraction between us, a respect
for the other’s creativity, we were never sexually or
romantically intimate. Rather, we brought out in each
other a childlike playfulness. Now I looked at him with
concern, as we each brushed the other free of the dried
leaves and grass that had stuck to our clothes.

But Richard’s eyes twinkled as he brushed bits
off my chest saying, “I like this.” And then, seriously,
“You know I’m going to die very soon.”
“What do you think happens after death?” I ask.
“Nothing. Death is the end of our existence, and
I’m ready.” He gave me a little push when he saw my
sad face. Then he spotted the sculpture: a cave with a
giant blue spiral carved and painted into the recess.
It appeared to be a twisting slice of sky that opened
the stone to its intrinsic space—the space that Richard
knew so well in physics. He stood with his hands on
his hips. “Now, that’s something!”
I leapt up into the natural amphitheater with its
ﬁve levels and the caves that I had carved and painted. The stream ﬂowed over the central portion of the
stone outcropping, forming tadpole-ﬁlled puddles on
each level that poured over their rims onto the next.
“Here, give me your hand.” I leaned down and
stretched to pull him up to the ﬁrst level. We climbed
to the upper cave by using natural toe-holes in the
sandstone, and when we reached it, he turned around
as if delivering one of his dramatic lectures at Caltech,
and bowed.
“It’s marvelous.” He placed his hands on the center of the spiral in the cave and then with his ﬁngertips followed the radiant blue in its outward curve.
We sat down in the partial shadow in the cave and
I pulled our lunch from my backpack. “A sandwich for
you, a sandwich for me.” In my elation over Richard’s
enthusiasm for Sculptural Amphitheater, I almost sang
the words.

The grass tunnel in Winter Canyon
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the canyon. At the car in a long hug goodbye, I
recognized fatigue in his eyes. A part of me had worried
he would collapse on the trek, but I saw now that he
had ﬁnished the trip as much for me as for himself.

Sculptural Amphitheater (detail) with Vijali

We looked across to the other cave, where I had
carved and painted a giant blue wave. I felt Richard
taking in the image, and could see by his pallor what
the trip had cost him. Silently I gave thanks for this
time with someone who immediately understood
what I had attempted to convey, and for these precious
moments so close to the end of a dear friend’s life.
After lunch, I suggested that he rest.
“No,” he said. “Let’s explore the other cave.” As he
stood up, he teetered at the edge of the outcropping.
I gasped and grabbed his shirt to pull him back,
and then we climbed over to the other cave. We sat
in silence and ran our hands over the tumbled river
stones, caught like jewels in the layers of sand that
eventually, through pressure and eons of time, had
become sandstone—the Sespe Strata.
I waited until he was ready, and then we silently
worked our way to the base of the amphitheater, led by
the stream, and trekked back without mishap through
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Back at the sculpture site, Eric Wright and his son
deepened and readied a natural basin in the ground
with a small bulldozer and ﬁlled the dry earth with
water, lilies, ﬁsh, and all the elements that comprise
a natural lake.
Over the months of the project, each of us worked
with our own question and on our own section of
the performance, to heal our audience and ourselves. We chose our own music, decided with whom
we would collaborate, and made our own costumes.
Though I coordinated and directed the overall performance, I wanted my colleagues to feel that the
ceremony was their creation as well. Throughout the
process, we danced, sang, acted out, and responded
to the three questions, still keeping with our theme
of transformation. Everything changed daily. As the
performance day approached, we settled on the choreography, but even then we made alterations on the
ﬁnal day.
The day of the performance coincided with the
Harmonic Convergence, August 16, 1987, a time when
planets aligned in harmony and groups around the
world gathered in ceremony and good will. Was the
timing a coincidence? Perhaps. Or did the forces of
the universe bring many projects to their completion

Sculptural Amphitheater (detail)
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Spectators gathering for the Western Gateway perfomance

on this date? The Church of England ordained the
first female Anglican deacon. Gorbachev met for
three days in Washington and signed a treaty to ban
all short- and medium-range nuclear weapons from
Europe. The Soviet cosmonaut, Yuri Romanenko,
returned to earth from the Mir space station after a
record 326 days in space.4
Early that morning on Boney Mountain, I left the
trailer and hiked the dirt road that wound its way up
to the plateau where I greeted the sun. A deer darted
across the path and stood frozen when she saw me.
Our eyes locked in a moment of recognition and
acknowledgment, and then she bounded into the
chaparral, leaving my heart leaping. When I reached
the top of the plateau, the stone circle I had formed
when I ﬁrst moved to the area drew me. I walked its
circumference until I arrived in the east and stopped
to admire the sun’s golden rays as they shot over the

rim of the mountain. Simultaneously, a prayer surfaced in my heart: I have been here ﬁve years, and you,
Boney Mountain, are my Gaia. Please remove my ego, and
anything that stands in the way of your presence, so that the
people who come today can experience the silence that you
have given to me.
Two hours before the ceremony, I rubbed rich
brown earth and colors onto my skin, making my
limbs as dark as charcoal. My hands and face were
earth brown, turning red, to signify the heat of bubbling lava. On my head, I tied the tumbleweed I had
found at the sculpture site, and wove my long brown
hair into its dried branches. The effect was that my
hair seemed to stand on end, with ﬂames lapping
over my face. Through this ritual preparation, I
transformed not only my physical body, but my consciousness as well. By the time I had ﬁnished, I truly
felt I was no longer Vijali. Made of the elements of
earth, I was Gaia, the earth herself.
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Through the invitation of friends and by word of
mouth, almost seven hundred people had arrived by
ﬁve-thirty in the evening. They seated themselves on
the sloping ground, with the lake in front of them
and rocky cliffs beyond. Caves dotted the sandstone
outcroppings, setting the stage for the Guardian
Spirits of Earth, performers dressed with indigenous
animal masks. The hawk, a snake, coyotes, and deer
showed as silhouettes against the sky. Colorful ﬂags
ﬂapped and twisted in the breeze. The performers
moved slowly, as animals, periodically punctuating
the silence with primitive instruments.
At six-thirty, the performance began. Georgianne and a male African-American dancer friend had
dressed as androgynous beings in tight translucent
fabric that resembled white membrane with veins
showing through. They emerged from two cocoonlike forms, which lay in the sand. In a process of
birthing, they slithered into the water, and then, like
amphibian creatures, they climbed under waterfalls

Georgianne and partner in the Western Gateway performance
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Georgianne Cowan as androgynous being
in the Western Gateway performance

and onto rocks where they stretched in the sun. At the
water’s edge, they writhed out of their skins to reveal
the veined ﬂesh of a black man and a white woman.
A hush fell over the people. Three children walked
close to the lake to watch the dancers. Then a loud
drum roll sounded and a procession of six people
marched out dressed in modern day costume. They
set down a “soap box” platform on the slope of the
hill, and each one began to rant about how his or her
way was the right way. This was Anne’s response to
the second question, What is our sickness?
The audience roared with laughter. This was the
Heyeohkah part of the performance, which means
contrary in the Lakota tradition. The Heyeohkah
is a powerful shaman, often the clown, mimicking
people’s characteristics so that they can see
themselves.
From the hill above, an Australian didgeridoo
sounded. I stepped to the crest of the hill, earthen
skinned, silhouetted against the sky as primordial
Gaia. In one raised hand, I held a dried tree branch.
In the other, I held an eagle’s wing. My hair, wildly
entangled in the dried tumbleweed, writhed upward,
snakelike, against the blue sky. I felt the audience
holding its breath. Some stood up and took a few
steps toward me. I felt lava bubbling through my
veins and the surface of the earth through my skin,
crusting and twisting as it cooled with the touch of
air. As I stood on the precipice, I was not Vijali, but
the voice of stone, the movement of air and water,
and the sprouting of trees.
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Georgianne Cowan birthing as Woman in the Western Gateway performance

I could feel the presence of my beloved mountain
moving through me, drawing people up the hill and
around the Earth Wheel. My body very slowly began
to move as if it were the turning of earth around the
Earth Wheel, pulling the audience with me into their
own center. Energy moved up my spine, continuing
through my arms, legs, and out my eyes into the eyes
of the participants, pulling them into one center of
silence. I felt that some force came through me, connecting each person in that circle to earth, to the spirit
within matter.
Next, a friend of ours appeared as “Woman” with
water and herbs. She entered the wheel from the
southeast, traveling counterclockwise. A beautiful
woman, she stood within the circle and loosened her
dress until it fell to the ground. From a large conch
shell, she bathed in water. Then she put on a fresh
cloth and wrapped it around her as the wind caught
the material, ﬂag-like, and picked up the ﬂaming color
of the setting sun.

Another friend appeared as “Man” carrying long
bamboo poles with leaves at the tops and furled ﬂags.
His skin glistened under the last rays of sun as they
penetrated the earth. He entered the wheel from the
northwest and unfurled the ﬂag. With poles and ﬂag
he erected the Western Gateway, which had become
the name of the performance.
I, as Gaia, rose from where I had been sitting by
the monolith and drew Woman and Man to me. With
the slowness of the seasons, Gaia poured water over
them from a vessel painted with a skyscape. Next
Gaia gave ﬁre by igniting sage sticks in the roaring
ﬁre at the base of the megalith, and giving one to
Woman and one to Man. They circled the audience
in a dance, smudging the environment with sage
smoke.
Gaia moved ever so slowly out of the wheel and
arrived at the very precipice of the hill. Woman and
Man offered ladles of water to each other to pour over
the center stone. Steam shot off the hot monolith
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Vijali as Gaia in the Western Gateway performance, Malibu, California

with a spitting sound that united with one gesture
the elements of water, earth, air, and ﬁre.
Other performers, as animals and birds, came out
of the mountains and caves and entered the circle of
alchemy. They picked the couple up in their arms and
lifted them high into the air as their ﬁngers touched,
and then carried them through the Western Gateway.
The audience, now becoming participants, entered
the Earth Wheel and poured water on the lingam.
They, too, left the circle through the Western Gateway
and danced with the performers and with each other
down the hill to a clearing where ﬁfteen drummers
played on into the night.
As the drumming and dancing built to a crescendo
at the bottom of the hill, I sat on the precipice. I felt
I had been sitting there for four billion years, and
would be there another four billion years in utter

14

stillness as Earth herself. I thought I would never
move again. I thought that I would be like the dead
coyote I had once found and for seven days had
watched disintegrate. First it swelled, bloated with
maggots until the whole body moved and undulated
with the activity of this new birth—until it burst. The
odor still comes to me in dreams. On the seventh
day there was complete stillness again; the ﬂesh was
gone, leaving only holes for eyes. This night, as I sat
on the precipice, I believed that this would be my
own process, that I would watch my body disintegrate on this spot.
Peter Levitt, my poet friend, recognized the state I
was in. He looked into my eyes, and then others came,
one by one, to sit in front of me in a similar manner.
He told a friend of his, who felt uncomfortable with
this scene, that I was a Boddhichita, an enlightened
presence. His friend then came and sat in front of
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Vijali as Gaia, sitting on precipice after the Western Gateway performance

me and later told him, “As I looked into Gaia’s eyes,
I experienced extraordinary comfort, as if my deepest
self was being looked into without any judgment. My
own mind stopped its judging and became quiet.”
Some cried. Some friends became upset, thinking
I was on an extended ego trip. Eventually the wind
blew in off the sea to twist my hair and branches and
tug at my mud-smeared deerskin clothes. From stone
I became space, and the wind blew straight through
me without hindrance. After some time, the movement of wind entered my limbs and I was able to
walk down the hill.

Over the next few days, I distributed the money
remaining from the contributions made to the
performance to homeless people in Los Angeles. I
released the trailer on Boney Mountain back to its
owner. I sold my car, gave away my possessions, and
with a tiny bit of money from artwork I had recently
sold, I purchased a ticket that would take me to the
Seneca Cattaraugus Reservation in upstate New
York, the next site of the World Wheel. I packed
my hammer and chisels, a camera, one change of
clothes, and my journal. Then I, too, became a person
without a home.
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CHAPTER TWO

Invisible Sources
Los Angeles
1941–1948
Invisible Sources

W

HEN I WAS TWO YEARS old, my

father drove to my mother’s
apartment in Los Angeles while she was away at work.
He opened the front door and a foul odor confronted
him. He walked down the hall and into the bedroom
where I sat crying, locked in a dog kennel. Excrement
had dried in smears over my body. He could smell me
from yards away. Tears streaked my cheeks and my
eyes had glazed over. I had been alone all day, without
food, without water.
Whether I retain actual memories of this time or
have formed them from accounts others have told me,
some details remain vivid. I remember recognizing
my father’s voice, and as his soft face became clear
through my tears, I cried out. “Daddy!”
He bent down toward me and I smelled the ink
and paper of his ofﬁce. He put his hand on the kennel,
and I waited for him to unlock the wire door and pick
me up, to cradle me against him. But instead, his lips
pressed tightly together, he adjusted the collar of his
blue suit and turned away. I heard his leather shoes
scufﬁng against the wooden ﬂoor as he retreated.
When the front door closed with a bang, I screamed
until my throat was raw.
Late at night, my mother came home from work.
The telephone rang as she walked down the hall. I
cried so hard she said she couldn’t understand my
father on the other end of the line. “Quiet,” she said.
As she listened, her face drew taut and lines formed
between her eyebrows.
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When she hung up the phone, she dropped her
blue coat on the arm of a chair and went to the bathroom to draw a bath. Then she came to the kennel
and lifted the wire door that kept me in my prison.
My crying stopped when she picked me up and took
me into the bathtub—but I shook all over. Her body
was warm, the water was warm, but she didn’t look
at me. She seemed preoccupied, in a world other than
my own.
The next day my father picked me up before he
went to work and took me to a foster home. A woman
answered the door and invited us in. I didn’t know her
or the two children I saw playing in the living room.
I hung onto my father’s pant leg and hid my face in
his trousers when the woman tried to talk to me. My
father moved to leave and tried to loosen my grip.
When he closed the door, I howled.
For a week, I cried every day and wouldn’t play
with the other two children in the house or eat my
food. The woman hit me when I wouldn’t eat, and her
husband hit me when I cried.
The next time my father came to visit, he held
my face and peered at it, turning it one way and then
another. I heard angry voices. He ripped drawers and
closet doors open and threw my things in my suitcase
and a box. Then he took my hand and we left.
After two more attempts to ﬁnd foster homes, my
father sent me to live with his parents in Dallas. There,
through the front door of my grandmother’s house,
I often watched children walk down our tree-lined
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street holding the hands of their parents. One day I
stood with my forehead pressed against the screen. I
turned to Grandma, “Why am I the only child without
a mommy and daddy?” She didn’t say a word.
Grandma permed her thinning gray hair into
curls. Her breasts hung like deflated balloons at
night, but during the day, a laced corset held them
up; worn for her fallen womb, she said. When I suffered from asthma attacks in the middle of the night,
she massaged my aching back, her hands gnarled
with arthritis.
Grandpa was bald with bushy eyebrows. He
seemed to think that a daily switching was the way
to raise a child. He never talked to me, and I kept as
much distance as I could between us. I don’t remember what he switched me for, only that he used the
willow branches growing by our side porch—perhaps
because I had peed in bed or had knocked over a glass
of water. Grandma always rubbed an unpleasant
smelling yellow ointment on my bleeding legs after
the switching. Around this time I began to see a light
hovering around me when I was alone, as if a presence existed there, holding me, letting me know that
it protected me, that it loved me.
When we ate together, Grandpa slurped his vegetables from a big bowl set at his place at the end of
the table. He rarely spoke. Sometimes, when I found
him looking at me from under his shaggy eyebrows,
I lowered my eyes and retreated into my own silent
world. I squirmed in my seat and waited until I could
leave the table.
Grandpa allowed no mirrors or lipstick in the
house, and he didn’t drink or smoke. We read the
Bible every day and tuned to classical music on the
radio. As we listened, I stood on a box and conducted
the music with waving arms. Sometimes I sang along
with the melody.
Each week Grandma dressed me in a blue taffeta
dress she had made herself, with a bonnet, and we
took the bus to Sunday school. I couldn’t understand
why the teacher said a child in Africa would go to hell
if they didn’t accept Jesus, because I knew that many
children had never heard of him. Yet, I listened carefully to the stories of the life of Jesus, who was kind
and loved everyone. I knew he could love me, too, so I

asked him to come into my heart. I wanted to be just
like Jesus when I grew up.
My mother came to visit in 1944, when I was ﬁve.
I saw her walk up the front path. “My mommy, my
very own mommy!”
I leapt and danced until she leaned down at the
doorway to pick me up, wrapped her slim ﬁngers
around my waist, and lifted me off the ground. Those
long days and even nights alone in the dog kennel
vanished in one glorious moment.
That night we bathed together in Grandma’s bathtub. I crawled close to her and played I was a baby in
her arms. I tugged at her soft breasts with my lips
until she told me to stop. She didn’t put the quinine
and Band-Aid on my thumb as Grandma did to stop
my sucking, and she let me curl up against her warm
back before we both fell asleep.
In the early morning, my mother shook me awake
and whispered in my ear, “You can live with me if you
don’t tell Grandma and Grandpa.”
I tumbled out of bed and dressed in my plaid pinafore as fast as I could. I giggled, and my two braids
ﬂopped in the air until she shushed me.
She grabbed an armful of my clothes. “Shhh,” she
said, and we slipped out the back door.
“Do you mean it? Do you really mean it?” The
black Packard with its deep seats felt like a new home,
the home I wanted, and we drove away as the ﬁrst
glimmer of light appeared on the horizon.
“Climb in the back seat, honey. Pull your blanket
around you and try to sleep,” she whispered.
But I couldn’t stay still. I kept looking out the
windows into the world of passing oak trees, their
phantom shapes taking form in the dawn. When we
entered the Great Plains with its open skies, seemingly ready to lift me right up into the clouds, I ﬁnally
nodded off to sleep.
After what seemed like an entire day, with dreams
of running horses and birds ﬂying toward the sun, I
woke when the car stopped suddenly.
My mother’s face appeared over the back seat.
“Wake up sleepy-head. We’re here.”
Through heavy eyelids, I saw that we had arrived
at a farm with big ﬁelds and orchards.
“I promised you we could live together.” She loos-
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ened my hands from the blue blanket. “This is the
Picketts’ farm. We’re near Little Rock, Arkansas.”
Mr. and Mrs. Pickett came out of the old farmhouse and approached the car. They seemed about
Grandma’s age and looked very serious, but I had neither seen them nor heard of them before. My mother
shook hands and introduced herself. The extra polite
way my mother talked with Ma Pickett told me that
she had never met them before either. After only a
few moments in the farmhouse, Mr. Pickett took my
hand and walked me to the cherry orchard. A slim
man with a weatherworn face, he wore cowboy boots
and a cowboy hat.
This must be heaven, I thought: to be with Mommy
and to have a cherry orchard and a cowboy, too! Mr.
Pickett lifted me onto a branch of a cherry tree, and
I munched all the cherries I could eat, their red juice

staining my ﬁngers and lips. When we returned to the
farmhouse a half hour later, Mommy had gone.
I wouldn’t talk to anyone.
“She’ll be all right,” I heard Ma and Pa Pickett
reassure each other in the next room.
That night, I lay in bed in the dark with a photograph of my mother in my arms. I cried. I remembered our bath and how she let me sleep close to her.
I thought of her soft brown hair and warm breasts.
Finally, I fell into sleep—but in the middle of the
night, I woke to loud snoring in the next room. From
beneath the patchwork quilt, I crawled into the chilly
air, squatted over the metal pee pot Ma Pickett had
left on the ﬂoor, and felt my release. Then I crept back
into the warm sheets with my mommy’s picture.
The next morning Pa Picket put me on top of the
big dark horse he used to plow the ﬁelds. The moist

Alone
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smell of uncovered earth rose around us, and when
we stopped work, the sun shone directly overhead.
We washed up at the well and went into the house
for lunch, but the house seemed strange and empty.
There were no ﬁgurines to play with, as in Grandma’s
house, and no books. I looked around for paper to
draw on, but found none. Someone came to the door
with a package, and Pa Pickett signed an X on a long
piece of paper. Then we sat down to a big hot meal I
couldn’t eat. Pa Pickett frowned, but Ma Pickett put
her hand on his arm.
Ma Pickett, plump in a flower-print dress she
had made from feed sacks, sat by the ﬁre in the evening after supper knitting with red yarn. Her needles
clicked as she rocked in her chair. She turned to Pa
Pickett and said, “I’ll show you later.”
“Show me, too. Show me, too,” I said, not knowing what she referred to. She wouldn’t answer, but let
me crawl onto her lap and pull on the brown warts
that stuck out on her face like baby cow tits. But
when I tried to touch the little box I felt between her
big breasts, she made me leave the room. I peeked
through the cracks of the door and saw Ma Pickett
take the green tin box from between her breasts and
open it. As she took out the money, she and Pa Pickett
talked in hushed tones.
The next morning Pa lost his patience and I got a
switching when I failed to eat my biscuits. “You won’t
be going outside for a week,” he said.
Ma Pickett let me watch as she made a dress for
me out of the feed sack Pa Pickett brought in from the
barn. “You’ll always be skinny,” she said, “if you don’t
eat your biscuits.”
Days passed. Finally the Picketts allowed me to
go outside as long as I didn’t play with the children
down the road at the next farm. I sank my bare feet
into the earth and its fragrance rose up to greet me.
A few mud puddles remained after the spring rain,
so I splashed and made designs with my feet, and
then, singing, I ran into the tall green grass at the
edge of the vegetable garden. Within this forest of
grass, I found an open space of earth that felt silky
to my toes, and I knew right away that this would be
my special secret garden. I ringed my hideaway with
pebbles I found in the grass, and stuck wildﬂowers

from the edge of the garden in between the stones.
Inside the circle of grass and stone and ﬂowers,
I grew quiet as a presence hovered over me. I saw a
light by my hand and felt comforted. Grandma
always talked about Jesus. Maybe the light was Jesus.
Or maybe the light was his mother Mary who knew
that my own mother had left me all alone.
One Saturday evening, Pa Pickett grabbed my
arm and we walked down to the barn, up the ramp,
and through the barn doors, where we stepped into
a world of light and color and sound: red and yellow
ribbons tied to the rafters, people playing ﬁddles,
others singing and dancing, the women’s skirts ﬂying
in streaks of blue and orange. I wanted to dance so
badly my feet itched. I jumped up and down until a
little man with a big hat and heavy boots took my
arms and swung me around the ﬂoor. I laughed and
laughed and wanted to dance forever. I felt as if the
big sky I had seen over the plains had taken me up
through the barn roof. But then the man with the big
hat brought me back to my standing place.
Snow came and we made popcorn balls for the
Christmas tree. Santa Claus brought me crayons
and paper, so I drew and drew—people and trees and
mountains and sky.
Sometimes I saw the face of Jesus in the clouds
and I knew that at any moment he could come down
to my hideaway and sit by my side. Some point of
light, some humming presence, remained always
with me, pressing behind the movements of my hand,
appearing to me in clouds, calling me to remember.
I knew I was part of a vast playground that extended
into the earth, into the life of insects and weeds, with
their delicate ﬂowers and pungent smells, and into
the evening twilight with its summer ﬁreﬂies.
At night, when I looked into the black sky at the
stars overhead, I imagined they said, “We are here
with you.” As I lay awake in bed, lights glowed in the
dark, sometimes at the window, sometimes hovering
around me. This presence remained always close at
hand, ready to pop out and greet me at any moment. I
had only to look, turn around, bump into it, or reach
out to touch it, and it would be there. But the stones
in my secret hideaway were the strongest reminder.
They gave me the feeling, “Hey, you belong to us.”
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My father hired a detective. He found me and put
me on a train with a big tag that sent me back to my
grandparents’ home. I was not sure that Grandma
and Grandpa wanted to have me back, and no one
ever told me why my mother left me on the farm. I
carried a dark cloud in my heart, and only years later,
when I was old enough to ask the questions, did I
receive answers.
The Second World War ended. We were listening
to the radio program One Man’s Family when a special
announcement came on saying that Germany had
surrendered. My grandparents raised their voices
in prayer, “Thank you, Lord, for bringing an end to
this ﬁghting.” Then Grandpa brought the Bible to
the table and showed me the signs of the end of the
world in Revelations. He had drawn red lines under
the printed words. He said, “When tensions arise in
the Middle East, the third and last world war will
begin. Evil will be consumed by ﬁre and Jesus will
come again.”
I wanted Jesus to come. Yes, I needed Jesus to
come, badly!
My father visited me in Dallas once a year. I got
flutters in my stomach when I knew he would
be coming, and I concentrated on nothing else. I
lined my dollies up on the front porch in their best
dresses and then sat with them, waiting and waiting,
scrutinizing every car that drove down the road.
Often he called and canceled the visit, but when he
did arrive, I ran and leapt into his arms, and he swung
me around until the world became a kaleidoscope of
greens and blues.
“Stay with me,” I begged. “I like it when you talk
to me and take me places.”
“Shhh,” he said.
He gave me a book, A Museum of Art for Children.
He painted pictures of my cat, Skipper, and made tiny
elephants of blue clay that I preserved in the refrigerator long after he left.
When I was seven, I visited him in California.
Grandma and I traveled on a train and stayed with
Grandpa’s sister. One day my mother came to see me.
She took me for a drive and I gave her a blue handkerchief. On it I had embroidered, “I love you Mommy,”
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in red. She did not return me to my great-aunt’s
house. Instead, she drove me to her rented cottage,
where she kept me for two months.
She put me in a day care home while she worked,
and I cried and hid my face and wouldn’t play. After
that ﬁrst day, I refused to go back to day care. I stayed
alone in the house and hid under the covers, afraid
of the factory whistle that shrieked close by. When
she returned, she seldom held me, and she often went
out at night. I knew when she would go because she
dipped her little ﬁnger in a tube of red lipstick and
smeared it on her lips. I wanted her to paint my lips,
too, and sometimes she did. Then she ﬁnally told my
father where we lived, and he sent me back to Dallas
to live with his parents again.
At this point, my grandma said she had something
she needed to tell me. She acted extra cheerful and
hummed a little tune under her breath, the way she
did when she was worried. She took me on her lap,
and I said, “Tell me a story, tell me a story of the olden
days,” which she often did.
“No, I have something else to tell you. Your mother’s been committed to a state mental hospital. She
thinks she’s the Virgin Mary and has been diagnosed
as paranoid schizophrenic.”
The words were too big for me and I couldn’t
understand what was so bad about being the Virgin
Mary. I played at being Peter Pan every chance I got.
But I did understand that she was ill.
That night I prayed before going to sleep: “Dear
Jesus, please take my hands in exchange for my
Mommy getting well.” My hands were my most precious possessions because they could draw and paint.
After my prayers, I curled up with my mother’s photograph, the cold frame against my cheek.
The next morning, I ran out of the house through
a tunnel of dry grass. In a spot hidden from the house,
I created a secret shrine like the one at the Picketts’. I
laid dandelions around the large stone in the middle
of a circle of stones. I sat in the circle for a long time
and cried. The soft light hovered around me, touching
me gently, as if the ﬁngers of the unknown wanted to
let me know I was all right, that life was bigger than
my grandmother’s world.
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I played hide-and-seek into the twilight with
our neighbors, Nancy and Gordon, who were close
to my age. Often we would run through mud,
climb trees, and hide in the tall grass until the
ﬁreﬂies came out and Grandma called me home.
I considered the ants and the doodlebugs my
friends. I watched their movements for hours as
they maneuvered through the soft earth beneath
our porch. Sometimes a beautiful cloud distracted

ﬂapping as my bare feet sank into the freshly watered
lawn. I put my hand in hers. With my other hand,
I held out one of my paintings. It was an ordinary
painting of green trees with gnarly roots descending into the earth, but above the trees, clouds that
resembled eagles sailed across a blue sky. She took
the painting and her face changed and her tears
stopped. She looked into my eager face and said,
“Yes, yes, yes!”

Introvert

me—perhaps one that took the shape of an eagle
moving fast across the sky, so that in my mind I
would ﬂy with her, on her wings, looking out over
great distances to the horizon, down onto the tops
of mountains and forests and valleys.
One day I peeked through the fence and saw our
neighbor, Ethel, bent over weeping in her garden. I
crawled under the fence and ran to her, my pigtails

Grandma later told me, “Ethel said that you
changed her life at a time when she wanted to give up.
Her husband had just left her and she was thinking of
suicide. You connected her with hope, with the beauty
in the simple things around her, with God.”
When I was nine years old, my father moved my aging
grandparents and me to California where we would
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be closer to him. He enrolled me in a girls’ boarding
school in Temescal Canyon, and then the next year at
Parnell Preparatory School for Girls in Whittier.
I was the only ten-year-old girl I knew with budding breasts. They caused my puritanical grandmother
much worry and many uncomfortable moments.
“Now that you’re getting bosoms and hair,” she
told me when I returned home for Christmas, “there
will be a time when you will have blood and you will
have to wear pads.”
I shared this information with the girl next door,
fascinating her with the news that we would soon
have blood coming out of our breasts and would wear
pads in our bras so we could have babies.
My father took me once a year to see my mother, who
remained in various hospitals until her death twenty
years later. I always saw my mother through the eyes
of my childhood, with nothing other than love and
admiration. To me she was not crazy. She was as beautiful as I had remembered her, with long brown hair
and a heart-shaped face, singing hymns with her rich
contralto voice—but she would disappear from my
life without warning or without a reason that I could
understand. She always fell through my ﬁngers like
water. In later years, I had dreams in which she looked
straight through me as if I didn’t exist.
Later, when I had grown up, I asked my father
about these years, and he said, “Your mother was jealous that I had custody of you, so she’d steal you away
to get back at me.”
“But why didn’t you take me?”
“Honey, it didn’t occur to me that I could take you.
I had to work.” He wiped his eyes as he continued, “I
was immature and really didn’t know what to do. I
connected you with your mother and the trauma I
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went through with her. My heart closed to both of
you for a while. When I saw that your mother couldn’t
take care of you, I got custody and made other
arrangements. I always paid for the foster homes and
your boarding school, and I didn’t abandon you. But
all that has changed. I’m so proud of you, and of the
way you turned out.”
“But when you’re a child,” I said, “you don’t
understand or care that someone is paying the bills.
You weren’t there! That was all I knew. I adored you.
I longed day and night for you. In my emotions, you
abandoned me.”
I carried no conscious anger toward either my
mother or my father, but my repressed anger turned
inward. It took many years to unwind the pain and
ﬁnd a way to love and accept myself.
I remember sitting in the guest room of the state
mental hospital with my father, waiting for my mother to come. For two years the doctors forbade me to
see her because she had slipped into a catatonic state,
but new drugs had pulled her out. The room had that
unpleasant hospital odor. There were no pictures on
the walls, and the furniture was made of gray plastic.
Through a little window in the door, I saw my mother
walking down the hall. A warden opened the door and
she came into the waiting room, quietly saying hello to
my father. She looked nothing like I had remembered
her, with her beautiful face and graceful body. She
had grown heavy, with a puffy red look and a scar on
her right cheek. Her teeth were gone, her eyes glazed.
She moved stifﬂy, not looking to the right or left. We
walked to the lawn outside and sat on a bench.
My mother turned to me, and for the ﬁrst time
that I can remember, she looked into my eyes. She
said, “Please forgive me for what I have done to you.”
She never looked directly at me again.
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CHAPTER THREE

World Wheel~ Spoke Two
Seneca Cattaraugus Reservation, New York, USA
1988
Unity (detail), Seneca Cattaraugus Reservation,
New York

I

STOMPED OUT INTO THE forest on the Seneca

Cattaraugus Reservation in upstate New York
where I had been living for the past month in a trailer
beside Yehwehnode’s ancestral home, preparing for
the second World Wheel event. When I arrived on the
reservation, I thought it would be easier. “I hate being
restricted to houses, cooking, and the role of ‘woman,’”
I fumed as I burst into the cool darkness of the forest.
“I want the freedom the Seneca men have here.” That
morning when I went to sharpen my chisels, I found
a new sign on the tool shed, “Off limits.” The women
seemed secondary here, supporting the men as they
did their “important work” as Yehwehnode, the Seneca
elder I had known for a decade, called it. When I asked
if the men ever cooked or did a dish, her reply was,
“We can’t build the ofﬁce building.”
I simmered down as I walked on the trail through
a grove of oaks with ferns and white and purple
trillium hiding the ground on that June day. The
path led to the blue dome tent that I had put up
despite Yehwehnode’s concern for my safety. As I
neared the stream running by the tent, I increased my
pace, anticipating its clear running water to cool my
hands, my face, my spirit. I leaned against the moist
slope and scanned the weavings I was creating for
the performance. Memories ﬂooded in, of myself as a
teenage nun living in the Vedanta Society convent. I
wanted to be a man so I wouldn’t need permission to
do the things I really loved. Now, I thought, I just give
myself permission and never wait for it to come from
outside. I take the freedom along with all the risks
rather than live half a life, timid and frightened.

I took some California white sage from my backpack and lit the dry leaves. With a vulture feather I
fanned the smoke over my body, around and inside
my blue dome. Then it felt like home. The light faded
quickly and I zipped myself in the tent just as darkness swallowed me and the forest. I stretched out on
the mat, pulled the sleeping bag around me in contentment as I mused, “Only now with this attitude
of freedom am I happy to be a woman. I feel blessed
to have been born with the innate intuitive wisdom
of woman. Perhaps the woman’s part to play at this
time in history is the deciding factor in restoring our
society to harmony in a true spirit of partnership with
man.” I fell asleep dreaming of ﬂying horses as I often
had in my childhood.
In the middle of the night, I woke to a loud voice,
Why are you here? My answer came, “Because I love
you and want to ﬁnd a way of sharing without taking
away from you.” I believed the voice was the voice of
the woods.
In the morning I woke up happy, full of joy
and thankfulness for each moment I could be in
the forest. During the day, I continued to gather
the giant forest vines, twisting them into medicine
wheel weavings that I hung between the trees for the
upcoming performance.
I stood for a moment in the light that ﬁltered
through the trees. I remembered when I ﬁrst came to
this spot. I knew immediately that it was the perfect
place for the second World Wheel event. I can always
feel it in my body. My breath deepens. My mind
becomes very still and clear.
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At noon I walked back to the house to ﬁx lunch for
Yehwehnode and her extended family. Her home
was built by her grandfather’s father-in-law in 1858
when he was forced by the government to move from
the Buffalo Creek Reservation and live on this new
reservation. Expansive green lawns surrounded the
two-story wooden cottage painted white, shaded by
enormous oaks and weeping willows.
After lunch I fixed tea, and Yehwehnode and I
went to the living room and made ourselves comfortable on her couch. Yehwehnode’s long gray hair
was braided and pinned in a bun at the back of her
head, her eyes sparkling above her ﬁrm jaw. In her late
seventies, she was still a beautiful woman. I had ﬁrst
met Yehwehnode through a Chumesh Medicine Man,
Kote, who said, “You must call Yehwehnode, she is
also a Stone Woman.” When I called her, she said, “I
had a dream of the canyon you are working in. I want
to come to California and see you, see the canyon.”
She did come and stayed with me and we spent time
where I was carving in the canyon.
Yehwehnode was a dedicated teacher. She had
incited bitter opposition from many on the reservation for offering her medicine wheel teachings to all
she judged sincere in their search for truth, regardless
of race or nation. As a result, when outsiders came
to the reservation for her teachings, her opponents
dubbed them “boat people”—a reference to the Mayﬂower landing and invasion by the Europeans.
Four years earlier, I had formed a circle of twelve
women and another circle of twelve men based
on Yehwehnode’s teachings, which she called the
“Wheels of Truth.” She came out to my Boney Mountain retreat for their initiation into the World Clan
Lodge. The Senecas are born into a clan through their
mother, Yehwehnode told me. Extended family members are said to hold the characteristics of the totem
animal of that clan. The wolf is the teacher and the
pathﬁnder. Since we non-natives were not born into
the clan, our initiation was into a sub-group inspired
by Yehwehnode, who, acting as a bridge between cultures, lived the brave spirit of her name which means
Whose Voice Rides the Winds.
Our women’s circle met once a month, but I was
uncomfortable with the group which I had started at
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Seneca lodge at Yehwehnode’s home

Yehwehnode’s prompting because I felt that my work
could not be bound to any one culture. Yehwehnode
had initiated me into the Wolf Clan Lodge and wanted me to be a teacher of the Seneca wisdom, even
giving me a certiﬁcate that allowed me to teach. She
had honored me by the invitation to bring the World
Wheel to her home, but I needed to share my mind
and let Yehwehnode know what was really going on.
We sat sipping our tea and I decided this was the
moment to tell Yehwehnode that teaching in the Seneca tradition was not my way. I fumbled with my cup,
then put my hand in hers. “One evening in the midseventies, my perception changed. The borders between
me and the environment seemed to dissolve. I saw a
lattice of light radiating from all objects and myself,
connecting all life. My life changed at that moment.
I feel my work since that time reﬂects that borderless
world. That is what this new project, the World Wheel,
is about—a way to communicate the essence of who we
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are, that common denominator running through all
cultures, all religions, and all life.”
Yehwehnode ﬁnished her tea and I noticed a pendant hanging from her neck and resting on her full
breasts—a colorful, beaded wolf-head. She looked
into my eyes, “Your vision is true and you have a real
calling to bring this understanding.” She got up and
motioned for me to follow her to her room. We sat
on her bed and she took her grandfather’s hat from
the side table and handed it to me. “Take this to your
trailer and dream with it. Grandfather Shongo will
help you through your dreams.” Then she added, “I
remember when my grandmother found her ‘helper
plant.’ Grandfather had asked her to sit and wait until
one of the plants spoke to her. One of the violet ﬂowers seemed to become brighter than all the rest, so
he told her to eat it. It would become part of her, as
her helper. Grandfather would say, ‘If everyone could
see the world as it really is, they would see all as moving light-sound.’ Trees, grass, everything shimmers
with sound, movement, and color. Light and sound
link things into one. They travel together. We have to
identify with that sound, with that One. His understanding was similar to your vision, although he experienced sound with the light. You have a connection
with Grandfather, he will help you.”
I gave Gram, as we called Yehwehnode, a hug,
happy for her support for my new vision of direction,
and walked past the medicine lodge cabin to my trailer
carrying Grandfather Shongo’s hat. The trailer was
similar to the one I lived in on Boney Mountain. It
had old wood paneling, no bathroom, and no water or
electricity. What could make me feel more at home?
The following day I hiked deep into the forest
with Jim, Yehwehnode’s son, and his friend, Rick.
Rick, who was one-half Native American, lived with
his wife and children in a cabin on Yehwehnode’s
land. Walking back through the forest to the house,
I said, “I wish I’d been born Native American. Your
outlook on life is closer to my own.”
“No, you don’t,” Jim said. “When I was a kid in
school, the boys used to tie me to a tree and torture
me for being ‘Indian.’ They used to burn my skin with
matches and make my blood run by sticking their penknives in my ﬂesh. They’d laugh at me when I had to

answer questions in school. I didn’t have any friends.”
His story reminded me of what Yehwehnode
had said about her childhood. “When I was seven,
the government took me away from my family and
put me in a ‘white’ boarding school along with all
the other Native children. They gave us Christian
names and would not allow us to speak our Native
language. When I grew older and had my ﬁrst job,
the boss thought he could approach me sexually, and
would slap my behind because I was an ‘Indian’ girl. I
wouldn’t put up with it.”
Yehwehnode wanted me to carve a stone and create
a site close to her house. I would go each morning
and sit by the boulder that had been moved to the
front entrance to the lodge, enjoying its power. But I
always received a feeling of “no” from the stone when
I proposed the question of carving it. The stone was
complete as it was. But Yehwehnode insisted and I
gave in and started the work.
The chipping away on the stone was very slow.
There was a natural spiral on the top of the granite,
which I developed with my hammer and chisel. On
the four sides of the stone I carved faces for the four
directions representing the four root races. One face
looked American Indian, one Chinese, one African,
and one European. These faces were already in the
stone and had been peering out at me. The name of
the piece emerged as I worked: Unity. The granite had
crystal areas in it and was the hardest stone I had
ever worked. It ate away at my tools, and the crystal
sections resisted being carved at all. I sharpened
my carbide-tipped chisels twice a day. My body felt
strained with the hardness of the stone and the joints
in my ﬁngers, wrists, and elbows ached. I felt the stone
saying as I worked, “I told you so. I told you so. I told
you so.” At the end of the day I would come in for
dinner blanched and exhausted. But Yehwehnode
loved the sound of the hammer and chisel. She
wanted to record it. She said there was a message
coming through the taptaptap—tap—taptaptap—tap;
a code from beings in another dimension.
During my time at the reservation, life continued
as usual. The annual ﬁve-day Women’s Council was
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held, and I helped prepare the house and the lodge.
My favorite time was the dancing and singing at
night—150 women dancing in concentric circles on
the earthen ﬂoor of the lodge.
During the Council, I entered a circle of pine trees
just as Yehwehnode walked by. “I love this circle of
trees,” I said.
“They’re sacred trees. You have a gift for spotting
natural medicine wheels. The grass grows taller in a
circle and sometimes in another direction. The circle
is the shape of harmony. On this land many of these
natural medicine wheels have been developed further
by placing stones in the circle of energy or by planting
trees, as in this circle.”
That evening we had a ceremony in the pine tree
circle for Judith, one of our extended family. Earlier,
she had lived for a year in Yehwehnode’s home. She
had just been released from the hospital. She had an
abortion with complications and wanted to stay with
us for a week. We gathered inside the circle surrounding Judith and Yehwehnode spoke. “In our tradition,
we feel that the child in the mother’s womb has part
responsibility for the parent’s decision to abort. The
child-spirit was drawn to the mother and father, but
then sees that the circumstances of the birth would
not be good for any of them and puts this suggestion
in the consciousness of the parents.” Yehwehnode
turned a loving look on Judith and then continued,
“The ways of the Great Mystery are beyond our social
conventions.”
But the next evening, when I was ready to go to my
tent in the forest, Yehwehnode worried. “I don’t feel
comfortable with you being out in the forest alone.
It’s a dangerous place.”
When I insisted that I needed to absorb the feeling of the forest for the project, she said, “Well, take
someone with you.” Revital Arieli, a young woman
from Israel who had been living with Yehwehnode for
a month, volunteered. We gathered her things, then
trekked out to the site singing Israeli songs just as the
light dropped behind the trees.
As the days passed, I understood Yehwehnode’s
frustration. Most of the Seneca people on the
reservation had no interest in her teachings—many
were more interested in television and movies and
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other trappings of the outside culture. Perhaps that
motivated her generosity to me and others like me
who became a part of her family. Also, many of the
Seneca elders on the reservation criticized her for
giving their secrets to us “boat people.” This criticism
had grown through the years and caused Yehwehnode
great stress and hardship. That may have been why
her teachings changed and became less centered on
the Seneca, and more centered on truths that were
channeled to her through her Grandfather and Red
Jacket, a Seneca historic ﬁgure.
“We’re just now ending the ‘fourth world,’ the
period of division and fear,” Yehwehnode told me.
We sat together in the kitchen with a cup of tea. “It’s
my mission to preserve the teachings and pass them
on to a few people who can carry this wisdom into
the ‘ﬁfth world,’ the era of peace and unity that has
just begun.”
After a long talk, Yehwehnode went sleepily to her
room for the night. I returned to the trailer, pulled
my journal from under the bed, and sat for a while,
ﬁlled with gratitude for my time with Gram. I began
to write:
May 22, 1988:
My ideas for the performance are coming slowly,
growing out of my days here, out of carving on the
boulder, cooking together, doing dishes, and dreaming with Grandfather Shongo’s hat by my bed.
Sometimes I get a wave of fright that I may not
have anything completed for July 9th, the date we set
for the performance ceremony. The Seneca actress,
who was to take the role of young Yehwehnode talking about her grandfather and telling his stories, died
last month.
After the initial panic, I always stand back with
awe and observe how art comes together, especially
ritual performance, out of the elements that are actually here this moment and not out of what my head
has planned. It is a continual practice of surrender
and focus. The surrender allows the void of all possibilities to be present, and the focus draws into that
void the appropriate elements.
That night when I put my pen down, I ﬁnished reading
the book that Yehwehnode had put in my hand when
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Unity, sculpture in granite and crystal with four directional faces

I first arrived, The White Roots of Peace, which tells
about the Peacemaker. According to Native lore, the
Peacemaker was born ﬁve hundred years before Christ
on the north shore of Lake Ontario. When he grew
into manhood, he had a burning passion to bring
peace to his world—now the eastern United States—
at a time of war and butchery similar to the present
time. The Peacemaker built a canoe of stone in which
he crossed the lake to begin his mission. There, in the
forest on the other side of the lake, he met Hiawatha,
who had become a wanderer after losing his wife
and children. The Peacemaker convinced him to
change his life and help bring the New Mind into the
world. Hiawatha became his spokesman because the
Peacemaker had a speech impediment.
They left together to ﬁnd the house of a woman
who lived close by the path that the warriors took.
When the Peacemaker and Hiawatha arrived, the
woman greeted them and placed food before them.
After they had eaten, she asked the Peacemaker to
speak his message. “I carry the Mind of the Great

Mystery,” he replied, “and my message will bring an
end to the wars between East and West. The Word
says that all people shall love one another and live
together in peace.”
“Your message is good. I embrace it,” said the
woman, “but words are nothing until they are given
form and set to work in the world. What form shall
this message take when it comes to dwell among the
People?”
The Peacemaker thought for a while, and then he
said, “It will take the form of the longhouse in which
there are many ﬁres, one for each family, yet all live
as one household under one chief mother. Reason
shall replace conﬂict, and there shall be one heart,
one mind, and one earth law. You were the ﬁrst to
accept the good news of peace. Henceforth you shall
be called Jigonhsasee, meaning ‘New Face,’ because
your countenance conveys the New Mind, and you
shall be known as Mother of All Nations.” 5
Peacemaker then went to the Mohawks, Oneidas,
Senecas, and Cayugas, and ﬁnally the Onondagas.
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In each encounter, he met great trials and overcame
each one, bringing the five nations together in
peace to form a confederacy. This confederacy, the
Haudenosaunee (called Iroquois, by the French),
lived for hundreds of years in peace—until the white
settlers arrived from Europe. Few people are aware
of the fact that the Iroquois Confederacy inﬂuenced
the structure and content of the Constitution of the
United States.6
When I finished the story, I wept. I felt myself
deeply connected with the Peacemaker because the
World Wheel carries the same message in a different
form. I knew this was the story for the performance
and was a conﬁrmation of my own life’s work.
For the next few weeks I wrote, culling the essence of
the Peacemaker story into a working script for the
World Wheel performance ceremony. In my mind, I
saw Yehwehnode in the forest, sitting at the base of a
guardian tree, weaving a basket and telling the story
as the characters silently interacted with each other in
the forest depicting the action.

One evening as I sat with Yehwehnode, I said,
“I’ve been living the Peacemaker story day and night.
I think my own calling to create the World Wheel,
especially in this time of upheaval, is the same
mission as the Peacemaker’s. The World Wheel is a
continuation of what he started.”
Yehwehnode lit up, looked in my eyes, and said,
“You are Jigonhsasee, who was called the Mother of
All Nations.”
I nodded and continued, “When the Peacemaker
came to Jigonhsasee, she said, ‘Your words have
no power. You need a form.’ She must have been
a sculptor like me. I’ve heard myself say those very
words to people who come to me with their personal
vision and frustration with their own impotence.
‘You need a form that will contain the energy of your
vision and communicate it to other people. The form
is the conduit between spirit and manifestation,’ I
tell them.”
Yehwehnode said, “I’ll help make your ceremonial
dress, your Jigonhsasee dress. The story of the
Peacemaker needs to be told at this time.”

Forest Wheels hanging, Seneca Cattaraugus Reservation, New York
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The next morning, I went to Yehwehnode’s room
and said that I needed to go to the forest alone. I spent
the day in its silence working on the vine Forest Wheels.
At twilight, I walked through the forest and let
its damp, pungent aroma saturate my body. I threw
kisses into the running stream, and put a wild
strawberry on a large green leaf in front of my dome
tent with a wish that an animal would come and take
my gift. I sang to the forest, “I love you.”
I felt I wanted to create a song for each of the
twelve sites of the World Wheel. My voice on the
reservation had been tight and closed, but the next
morning I stood between two trees, put my arms
around them, and asked the hemlock to help me
sing. My voice opened up and a clear, melodious,
effortless tone poured from me. I felt the trees
singing through me.
The rains came in July and forced me to stop
work. When the sun came out again, it was too strong
for me to sculpt during mid-day, so I used the late
morning and early afternoon hours to work on the
performance. The cool of the morning drew me out
early, and I emerged again in the evenings to sculpt.
The work became exhausting. Or maybe it was the
heat or the endless cooking and day care and other
work that I contributed to help the pressing needs of
Yehwehnode’s household. Three of us were doing all
the cooking and cleaning for about twenty people.
The day I completed the sculpture, I gave money
for four trees to be planted in the four directions
circling the stone. The ﬂowers of the trees were to
be the colors of the directions: red, black, white,
and yellow. When they grew tall they would provide
shade for people who came to sit and contemplate the
stone. Yehwehnode already had ideas for a continuing
ceremony after the performance was over. And, in the
forest of hemlock, the Forest Wheels were completed
and hung between trees. Birds were already making
their homes in the twisted vines.
Three days later, Morna Watson arrived from London,
and I picked her up at the Buffalo airport. Morna
and I had been corresponding for the previous six
months, but this was the ﬁrst time we had met. We
were proof of the evolution of thought, I felt, because

she had formed a theater group in London called
“Theater of the Heart” at the same time that I was
starting “Theater of the Earth” in California. She
called her project in London the World Tree, and her
stage manager, who happened to be in California, had
seen the advertisement for the ﬁrst performance of
the World Wheel in Malibu and had attended. She
called Morna immediately to tell her about my work
and relate the similarity of concept. We exchanged
letters, and when I understood that she wanted to be
involved in the World Wheel, I invited her to come to
the reservation and direct the performance.
The first two days after Morna’s arrival were
tense. Her British reserve seemed out of place on
the reservation among these down-to-earth people.
I saw a wall come up almost immediately between
Morna and Yehwehnode. Gram’s face would become
ﬁerce and she would cross her arms and knot her
ﬁsts. All of a sudden, I was not family but “white.” I
overheard Gram’s comment to Morna, “There is too
much white energy.” My heart sank. I realized there
was no need for a director when I knew that the
message of our Theater of the Earth was simple: the
deep and transformative relationship with the earth
and others.
My body became so heavy at times that I could
not move, and I just sat in my own heaviness and
sadness, staring blankly. I felt trapped. I wanted to
support Morna, as my guest, but I felt the pain and
awkwardness her manner caused my family on the
reservation. All I could do was wait.
Yehwehnode’s teachings finally penetrated
Morna’s reserve and with only two days left before the
ceremony, Yehwehnode asked Morna if she wanted to
be initiated into the Wolf Clan Teaching Lodge. With
the preparation for the ceremony and the chance
for Morna to step into another place in herself, the
atmosphere eased. After the ceremony we were again
one family—almost.
I had spent many delightful evenings working on
the performance with Jim and his friend, Rick, as they
gave their responses to my three questions: What is our
essence? What is our sickness? What is the solution? But now
I sensed that they distrusted Morna and resented her
“white energy” on the reservation. They did not want
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to take direction from a woman and seemed to be
looking for an excuse to drop out of the ceremony—
which is exactly what they did.
During this time, as I dreamed with Grandfather
Songo’s hat, a holy man came to me. He stood in front
of me in his long tunic, a compassionate expression
on his bearded face, and he said, “I wish you peace
and wisdom.”
It took me aback that he wished me something
I thought I had already. I realized that through the
stress of developing the World Wheel, I had lost the
peace and bliss that I had lived in continually on
Boney Mountain.
Late one night, Jim broke into my trailer, very drunk.
His whiskey breath permeated the trailer and he
ﬂopped down on my bed and tore at my clothes until
my blouse was ripped and my breasts exposed. I tried
to push him away, but the weight of his body pinned
me down. Finally, I inched away. I could not get him
to stand up, and ﬁnally he totally collapsed on my bed
in a drunken stupor. I was determined he would not
spend the night there. With all my strength I rolled
him onto the ﬂoor. Dripping with sweat, I tugged and
pushed until at last I got him to the front door and
let him tumble down to the ground. He lay there for
a long time until the coolness of the night sobered
him up and he dragged himself to his cabin. The next
morning Jim apologized. I was fond of him as a friend
and readily accepted.
Some time later, Jim spotted a fire in the
performance area. Rick and Jim immediately jumped
into the truck and rushed out to the forest where dense
growth forced them to walk the last stretch to the site.
Finally, they saw red ﬂames which transformed into
billowing black smoke as they doused the ﬁre with
water. Yehwehnode’s concern about using the forest
as the site for performance had become a reality.
She interpreted the ﬁre as a warning from neighbors
against her interaction with the “boat people.” Because
of the damage only three days before the performance,
we had to develop a new forest site. We brought the
vine hangings, a symbolic container of water, and red
earth from the original site to the new location.
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When I had first arrived on the reservation, I
couldn’t understand why Gram worried about my
working and sleeping in the forest. I kept insisting
on sleeping there, believing that she restricted me in
a way she wouldn’t restrict a man, but the ﬁre showed
me that Yehwehnode had been correct. Now I suspected that voice in the forest asking, “Why are you
here?” was not the spirit of the forest speaking, but a
neighbor.
As the sun came up on the day of the event, we walked
to the site. To our dismay, we found that during the
night someone had bulldozed a large pile of debris,
blocking the entrance to the new site. Two friends,
however, worked hard to turn this ugly twisted mess
of rubbish into something beautiful. Working with

Vijali in her lace leaf veil and ceremonial dress
for The Peacemaker performance
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Yehwehnode (Twylah Nitsch) telling the Seneca creation story

shovels and rakes, they created a powerful spiral
earthwork. The performance started as planned.
Many Senecas from the reservation came in their
colorful native clothes and participated. Valerie
Rainbow Weaver opened the ceremony. She was a
young Mohawk woman in her mid-twenties who had
lived with Yehwehnode off and on for ten years. She
lit the white sage I had brought from California and
left it to burn in an abalone shell. Then she smudged
the circle of people who had gathered around her,
using her eagle feather to sweep the smoke onto
each person. She turned to honor the four cardinal
directions, raising the shell with its billowing smoke
to the North, the South, the East, and the West.
A change came over Rainbow Weaver’s face as the
spirit stirred within her. She danced as if moved by
some other force, and her heavy form appeared as
light as a feather. In the fringed white ceremonial
clothes that accentuated her wind-like quality, she
became the spirit of the eagle.
Then Yehwehnode walked to the Turtle Mound,
a raised part of the ground shaped like a turtle with
green lawn growing over it. Dressed in her colorful
Seneca clothes, white buckskin with ties and beadwork, she sat down with an eagle feather in her hand.
We all gathered around her, some ﬁfty of us. Because
Morna had decided that the Peacemaker story was
not to be told in words, only gestures, I arranged for
Yehwehnote to speak in resonance with my ﬁrst question, What is our essence?
“One afternoon, as I sat down at my grandfather
Moses Shongo’s feet, just like you children here, he

said: ‘Long, long ago, before there was time and place
or even human beings like you, there was Swenio, the
Great Mystery in endless space. Within this space of
mystery, a cloud-like substance grew and became
known as the Field of Plenty. This is where life
began.’” When Yehwehnode ﬁnished her grandfather’s story of creation she sat looking at the people
gathered before her.
Everyone rose, and a Native man, dressed in his
traditional Seneca clothes, started drumming and
singing. He was one of the people from the reservation who had not spoken to Yehwehnode for many
years because of the animosity that had arisen over
her sharing the Seneca teachings with non-Natives.
We all formed a line behind him, singing and drumming with our own drums or rattles. We followed him
into the forest where we had hung the Forest Wheels for
the second time. As I listened joyfully to his strong,
melodious voice and watched his Seneca headdress
bob up and down, I felt the spirit of the people. Single
ﬁle, we walked the path to the forest, past the spiral earth sculpture created out of anonymous debris,
and, one by one, we entered the woods to join the forest spirits.
The performance ritual seemed to take on a life of
its own, beyond anyone’s direction during its creation.
It had brought up fears and contention, but in the end
it drew many people from the reservation together
into one family again. I cannot say that all problems
and tensions dissolved on the reservation, but the
people who came were drawn into the atmosphere of
goodwill and seemed to let go of past grudges.
As everyone settled down beneath the trees in the
clearing, I moved very slowly in front of one of the
Forest Wheels. Earlier I had gathered large leaves eaten
by insects to reveal their delicate amber skeletons, and
I had woven the leaves together to form a lace mantle
that now hung over my face above my golden deerskin ceremonial dress. My personal part of the performance was to show my relationship with the forest.
I danced—as the spring that ﬂowed out of the hill by
my tent—as the red disintegrating root earth at the
base of the tree—as the ﬁre that consumed the ﬁrst
site—as the wind that blew through the trees making
them sing. These four elements inspired my solo part
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which was the introduction to the forest ritual performance. My own will dissolved, and my body moved
in response to some other force, just as it had at the
ceremony in Malibu.
I became the slowness of earth. I lifted the red sod
and let it fall through my ﬁngers onto my clothes and
skin, returning me to earth. The wind started blowing,
and my leaf veil rose and fell with the movement of
my earth body. I became Water, and from a container
hidden in the ground, I lifted water in my hands and
let the droplets fall, returning them to their source in
staccato rhythms accompanied by Jonathan Glasier on
his rain stick. Jonathan, now playing the zylophone,
slowly changed the sound into that of ﬂames as I lit
the dry wood before me. I moved as ﬂames, becoming
the essence of Fire, the essence of all life.
As the music died down and became silent, a
Native boy emerged from the forest dressed in traditional buckskins. He had only arrived on the reservation that morning, and he had offered to step

Seneca drummer leading us into The Peacemaker ceremony
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into Jim’s abandoned role of Peacemaker. He met
Hiawatha, now played by one of his friends in Rick’s
place. They mirrored each other as they looked
through one of my Forest Wheel hangings.
Morna, believing that no story needed to be told
in words, only in movement, stood on the sidelines
gesturing with her hand and a nod of head, cueing
each person to come into the center opening of the
forest. I was not sure if the audience understood
what was going on. I knew this was not the right
choice. I understood the people on the reservation
and their love of storytelling. Many teachings are
handed down through the oral tradition. I was left
questioning the idea of collaboration. How much
control is it wise to give up? I had wanted
Yehwehnode to tell the Peacemaker story in her own
words as she sat under a tree relating to the audience.
But this did not happen.
Silently Yehwehnode walked forth as Jigonhsasee,
and Native people representing the Five Nations
emerged from the forest. Peacemaker and Hiawatha
met each person’s eyes and in turn drew us all into a
circle, our hands joined.
Now, a theater group from the area interrupted
our circle of peace, depicting the arrival of Europeans. This was in response to my second question,
What is our sickness? In comic form, a man with sunglasses stumbled into our circle carrying a large black
sound box with blaring rock and roll. He beckoned
to his friends to come, and they broke our circle, setting up little white fences and laying down fake green
lawn in their individual sections. They argued over
the borders of their sections and eventually fought
with each other.
In response to my third question, What is the solution?, a gloved hand emerged from behind a tree and
drew our attention. Then the ancient Seneca legend
depicting the “First Messenger of the Great Mystery” began. The Four Aged People, two men and two
women, sat in a circle around a ﬁre as they recited a
poem written by Yehwehnode. Then these four elders
joined hands with all the people present and led us,
singing, out of the forest to the sculpture Unity by the
side of the lodge. Still holding hands, we made a big
spiral that became tighter and more compact. Then
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we ﬂowed in the opposite direction and opened the
spiral out. The elders led us into the lodge where we
all sat down in a large circle.
A Lakota man from South Dakota had heard
about the World Wheel ceremony and had arrived
that morning. Inside the lodge, he led us in a traditional pipe ceremony. As a “pipe holder,” he had
been entrusted with the pipe on the understanding
that someday he would share it with non-Native
people. For him, the World Wheel ceremony was that
moment. He honored the earth directions, and ceremonially assembled and lit the pipe. Then he passed
it around the circle for all to partake in prayer and
complete the unity of our day.
I learned much during my time on the reservation
that would serve me on my upcoming journey. I
understood now that I must always listen to my inner
voice and act on that knowing even when it threw me

into uncomfortable confrontations and the possible
loss of friendships. As Morna and I got to know each
other, we realized we shared creative ideas and became
close friends. Three women—Yehwenhode, myself and
Morna—each with our own resistance and fears, were
gradually drawn together by the land and its history.
Perhaps in our small way we were being guided to
follow one of Yehwenhode’s fundamental teachings:
“The original people recognized the differences
between themselves, and that they could all learn
from each other. They realized that the wolf and bear
and eagle could also teach them, and so they learned
from the animals.”
Even so, the experience left me with some pain.
Because Morna had ﬂown all the way from London,
I felt I couldn’t retract my offer for her to direct. I
traded my power to a professional theater director
at the cost of some precious relationships. And I
had carved a stone that did not want to be carved by
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The Peacemaker and Hiawatha with the Forest Wheels

denying my own inner knowing. I came to realize that
I can reconsider if I see I have made a mistake.
In a larger sense, I also came to see that there are
no real “mistakes.” Real growth comes from the unex-
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pected, which is inevitably stressful. I saw that the
process of the World Wheel had a life of its own with
its own creative solutions, provoking fears and contentions, but in the end being a conduit for healing.
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Seed of Space (detail), sculpture in Santa Monica Mountains. Yewehnode asked me to bring a photograph of this image to the
reservation. It represented for her the essence of life as described by her grandfather, Shongo, a Seneca medicine man. “There is
one thing that holds everything together. We call it The Great Mystery. Everyone is connected. The connection is the earth.”
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Vedanta Convent
Santa Barbara, California
1948–1963
One, Ramakrishna and Sarada Devi

W

HEN I WAS TEN YEARS OLD, my
father placed me in a girls boarding school, the Temescal School for Girls in Pomona
County. He came to visit me once a month. One day,
he took me to the Vedanta Temple in Hollywood to
visit his guru. As we pulled into the parking lot of
the Hindu temple, a small version of the Taj Mahal, I
mused at how my prayers had been answered: a new
friend—a father—had entered my life. Since my mother and father’s divorce when I was two years old, I had
seen my father only once or twice a year.
My father and I entered the temple where incense
and music surrounded us. He had been attending
the Vedanta lectures for a year. He had searched the
Christian path, but he felt more satisﬁed with Vedanta’s answers to his many questions about life.
Swami Prabhavananda spoke at the pulpit. After
his talk my father took me to a private room where
Prabhavananda sat in a large cushioned chair. Light
streamed in through the window and made his already
golden skin glow. He grinned and I shyly smiled back.
I told him I wanted to meditate, so he gave me my
ﬁrst mantra, Jai Sri Ramakrishna—“Hail to Reverend
Ramakrishna.” Later, one of the Vedanta Society nuns
gave me a rosary to count the repetitions.

As soon as I got back to the boarding school, I made a
shrine under a drooping avocado tree in the orchard
behind the schoolhouse. I went there regularly to
talk with God and say my mantra. My childhood
attachment to Jesus gradually expanded to include
Ramakrishna, the late nineteenth century Bengali
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saint that Vedanta practitioners followed. What
touched me the most was that the force of Ramakrishna’s love had changed everyone who met him.
Ramakrishna was born in a small village in Bengal.
He spent most of his life in spiritual contemplation
and teaching at Dakshineswar on the banks of the
Ganges River outside Calcutta. He accepted all spiritual paths: Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, and others.
As he practiced each tradition, he reached the same
experience of union with the Godhead.7 After Ramakrishna’s death at the turn of the twentieth century,
Vivekananda and several other Ramakrishna disciples
carried the impact of his life and the essence of his
teachings to the United States and England through a
philosophy called Vedanta. Vedanta means “the end,”
the last portion of the Vedas, the ancient scriptures of
Hinduism. The movement accepts all the religions of
the world and recognizes the same divine inspiration
in all the great prophets and teachers.8
As with my father, the Vedanta community gave
satisfying answers to many of my deepest questions:
Who was I other than this abandoned child? Could I now
go on and ﬁnd a life that had meaning for me? Could the
“heaven” of the Christians be a consciousness that we could
obtain right now, in this life?
I also visited the Vedanta convent in the hills of
Santa Barbara, where nuns lived in semi-seclusion,
and soon, at the age of ten, took my ﬁrst retreat there.
The convent grounds lay nestled in the chaparral and
boulder-studded slopes of the Santa Ynez Mountains
overlooking the Paciﬁc Ocean. I loved the nuns, the
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shrine where we sat for meditation with burning candles and incense, the ﬂowering oleanders that lined
the path, and our time eating and working together.
A family!
On Ramakrishna’s birthday in February, three
years later, Swami Prabhavananda initiated me in the
temple at the main center in Hollywood and became
my guru, my teacher. The ceremony was simple. Swami
was sitting in meditation in the shrine when I came
in carrying ﬂowers and fruits. I bowed to the shrine
and to Swami, and peeked at his face from under my
bangs. We meditated for a while, and then he gave
me a new mantra—different from my ﬁrst one—by
repeating it aloud in his resonant voice. He said to
me, “Repeat the mantra three thousand times a day
to start, using this rosary made of rudraksha seeds.”
He showed me how to use the rosary, going around
it with his right hand, counting how many times he
went around with his left. Then he handed it to me.
I returned to my girls boarding school, but spent
summer vacation at the convent in Santa Barbara. The
mantra turned in my heart and carried me through
every moment of my day and night as I walked,
worked, and fell asleep. One morning as I vacuumed
the living room at the convent, I became aware that as
Swami Prabhavananda sat in his favorite chair reading
the newspaper, he watched me. He was on one of his
bi-monthly visits to the convent from the Vedanta
Society center in Hollywood. When I turned off the
vacuum, he hummed a Bengali tune and repeated it
in English: “The vision of the Divine Mother comes
like a ﬂash of lightning.” Then he said, “Vijali—that is
your name, a ﬂash of lightning.”
During my stay in the summer of 1952, Aldous
Huxley and Christopher Isherwood came for retreats.
Both were early followers of Vedanta in this country,
and Aldous Huxley sometimes brought his wife,
Maria. She was a fine, intelligent woman with an
aura of dignity, and was always by his side to support
and admire him. Once, as we ate dinner together
around the oak dining room table, Maria adjusted
her ﬂowered cotton dress and leaned forward, “The
ﬁre burned everything, all of Aldous’ manuscripts, all
the personal details of our lives.”

Aldous added with a resigned look in his eyes,
“I have spent the last year rewriting, and rewriting,
but new ideas and stories have come.”
“He is almost blind,” Maria told us as we straightened up the kitchen after our dinner.
On Aldous’ next visit he came without Maria.
The nuns assigned me the job of escorting him to
the shrine for meditation, through the winding
paths of the convent, to the main house with its
kitchen, living room, and dining room, and to his
guest room at the entrance of the property. He was
tall with a full head of graying, bushy hair, and an
inquisitive expression. As we walked the paths, he
noticed minute details in spite of his poor eyesight.
“That one cluster of oleander blossoms is drooping,”
and “Don’t you think this lily is a brighter pink than
the others?” About a sandstone boulder he remarked,
“Now that looks like a turtle, wouldn’t you say?” Or
“Look at that frog sitting under the hibiscus by the
side of the path.” He noticed many more details than
I ever did.
Later, when we waited on the porch of the main
house for the supper bell to ring, he was transported
by the shapes of the clouds that ﬁlled sky, and he
named the cumulus overhead and the cirrus closer to
the horizon. He always observed the world with wonder and interest. For him, nothing was insigniﬁcant.
Aldous told me at the dinner table one evening
that he had used my name for one of the main characters in a new book he was writing, Island. When
the book came out, the Swami forbade us to read it
because of its explicit sexuality. I fumed silently and
obeyed, until many years later. Sure enough, “Vijali”
was one of the characters.
In 1953, at the age of fourteen, I announced my
decision to become a Vedanta nun. I saw no other
example around me of a life worth living. I imagined
that a life of meditation would bring me the peace and
understanding I longed for, and I wanted to devote
the rest of my life to the pursuit of enlightenment.
My father believed I was too young and that I
needed my education. Swami Prabhavananda said it
was not the policy of the order to take in people so
young. But I was determined, and I devised a way to
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The Other Self

continue my education: I would ride my bike the four
miles to the school bus stop every day and attend high
school in Santa Barbara.
After a year of my constant imploring, my father
agreed, and Swami Prabhavananda admitted me to
the convent of the Vedanta Society in Santa Barbara.
I was the youngest person ever to become a Vedanta
nun in the Order. Now they have established a minimum age of eighteen, although they prefer women
and men to come after their college education.
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I became passionately involved with the pujas, or
ceremonies, and with the lives of saints. My father,
no longer bearing the responsibility of my ﬁnancial
support, followed the conviction of his own beliefs
and joined the same order. The Vedanta monastery
for men was situated in Trabuco Canyon in Orange
County, but because of my father’s executive capabilities, Swami Prabhavananda asked him to reside at
the main center in Hollywood. I was again destined
to see my father only once a year, now at the time
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of Durga Puja, our public celebration at the Santa
Barbara convent.
The ﬁrst four years were blissful. We meditated three
times a day. In the evening, we had vespers and sang
together and played musical instruments. I continued
to pour my inner feelings into drawing and painting,
as I had in childhood. I would retreat to my studio,
a tiny room tacked onto the back of the garage, and
there I might work on an oil painting of Swami, his
face deep in meditation, or on a drawing of our shrine
in the eucalyptus grove. Swami visited the convent
twice a month, and we all sat together with him in
the evening and read The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna by
Mehindranath Gupta,9 discussing it afterward until
bedtime.
When we were without guests, we enjoyed illicit
gin and tonics while we watched the red and purple
sunsets spread over the curved coast of Santa Barbara.
Swami, on the other hand, loved his port before bed—
so much so that on a trip to India the two nuns who
accompanied him had to go through wild schemes to
get his port to him without detection.
On one visit to the convent, Swami sat with his feet
tucked under him in his big leather chair in the living
room, and said to us, “You have no friend but the
Lord. That is a nun’s and monk’s life. Unless you have
the Lord and Mother, life is empty. You have them!
They are your very own. You belong to them.”
“But why can’t we see Him?” asked Sarada, one
of the nuns. “If He just gave us even a little vision,
wouldn’t that help?”
“Never mind. In good time He’ll reveal himself to
you. Surrender yourselves to the Lord. Feel that He is
there. This is my attitude. I don’t care for visions and
all that. Just let me have love, devotion, and knowledge.
Maharaj, my guru, told me that God’s love is so great
He doesn’t let you know how much He loves you.”
Swami gestured toward me. “Vijali has many special blessings, but she doesn’t realize their extent or
she would go crazy, they are so great. She cannot hold
the knowledge, so Mother gives her a little ignorance.
Right now your body wouldn’t hold the vision of God,
but in a few years, with practice, it will. Keep constant

Swami Prabhavananda

remembrance of the Lord by making japa, by repeating the name of God. That is the best way.”
In my ﬁfth year, at the age of nineteen, I took my
Brahmacharya vows to live a celibate monastic life.
For a whole year after taking my vows, I followed a
special practice called purascharana. Starting each
month on the dark of the moon, I recited my mantra
a thousand times, counting on my rosary. Each night
I increased the recitations incrementally until, by the
full moon, I repeated my mantra ﬁfteen thousand
times a day. Doing so many repetitions caused profound joy to rise in my being, which permeated every
moment of the day and night. I felt I never wanted to
stop purascharana, and I believed that complete renunciation of the distractions of the world, including my
sexual feelings, was the only way I could ﬁnd and live
in truth. Yet the world leaked in.
Painting, sculpture, and music became more and
more a focus for my spiritual and emotional life. I
would retreat to my room behind the garage while
the nuns were napping in the afternoon and study
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the voluptuous Indian sculpture which grew close
to my heart, alongside the simplicity and majesty of
Egyptian sculpture. I modeled the Indian Goddess
Kali from clay for our yearly puja and painted her
black. Kali, with her four arms, grapefruit-shaped
breasts, swaying hips, and penetrating black eyes,
typically dances on the breast of the inert white
Shiva, her husband. He symbolizes the transcendent
aspect of God, purusha, as Kali symbolizes the dynamic aspect, prakriti, or the primal energy taking form.
Wearing a girdle of severed arms and a necklace of
skulls, Kali holds the bleeding head of a demon in
her lower left hand, a sword in the upper left. She

Kali

makes the sign of fearlessness with the upper right
hand, and offers boons with the lower right—destroying ignorance, preserving world order, and blessing
and liberating those who yearn for God-realization.
I longed for her wildness, and threw myself into her
creation.
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That Christmas, I found an old wooden door. I
carved a deep border into the wood and painted an
earthy Mary and Jesus of warm bright colors. But this
Mediterranean carpenter’s wife, with skin tanned from
work in the sun, was not to one nun’s liking. I saw that
she considered lighter skins superior to dark.
Appearances were apparently more important that
creative risks. It seemed to me that the removal of
dust from our French provincial furniture was more
important to the nuns than the expansion of consciousness. The head nun glared at me and withdrew
her warmth whenever I did anything she considered
improper—the stove’s inner ledges were not immaculate, or my hair was not up in a tight bun at all times.
“Your long hair showing is sensual,” she said, and
indicated that my full hips and breasts were enough
to contend with.
I sneaked out of my room on full moon nights
while the nuns slept and danced in the oleander grove
with my mind on Krishna, the legendary God-boy of
Brindavan, who steals the hearts of the milkmaids. I
put on my white cotton sari without blouse or underwear. In the warm summer evenings, I would dance
and sing, sometimes sensually, sometimes madly. The
breeze played through my hair. In the secret of the
night, I let it down. The warm wind and my own long
hair kissed and caressed my skin. The night-blooming
jasmine permeated my senses. I sang out, “I want to
make love! I want to make love with Krishna!”
As time went on, my curiosity and growing passion fostered a deep depression, until sometimes I
felt myself about to explode. I touched myself, thinking of God, and I developed my own sexual tantric
practices, never having read the literature that is now
freely available. I learned to direct my sexual energy in
meditation to bring it up my spine into my third eye
and crown chakra. But then I wondered what a man
would look like.
The sisters, twice my age, seemed not to have sexual feelings at all—at least they didn’t admit to them.
Once in a while one would say, “I am glad I don’t have
to do that every night,” and I wondered if I was oversexed, maybe even a nymphomaniac. Lying on my
bed one night in my late teens, my desire turned into
anger and I kicked a hole in the wall.
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I had a paralyzing fear of being shamed, of the nuns
saying that I was a “bad” person, something that took
me back to my childhood. At age seven, I had gone
to the corner candy store by myself for the ﬁrst time.
The owner had said, “Come into the back room and I
will give you your candy.” I went, and he said, “Sit on
my lap and I will give you your candy.” When I did as
he told me, he slipped off my panties and stuck his
ﬁnger in me.
I knew Grandma always wanted me to keep my
legs down and my panties on, so why did this man
ask me to hold my legs apart while he looked at what
Grandma said was dirty? He told me not to tell anyone, but one day I told my grandmother I had something to tell her, and that she must not tell anyone.
She promised. Within a few days, my father ﬂew out
from Los Angeles, and sometime later we appeared in
court. I was so small my father put me up on a chair.
When the prosecutor asked me to describe what had
happened, my thoughts closed and I turned red and
perspired like a grown-up. The man from the candy
store sat in the ﬁrst row. Finally, someone repeated
the story, and I only had to say, “Yes.”
At the convent, I ﬁnally decided that it would be
better to take a risk and talk to the nuns about my
anxieties rather than to continue to hold everything in.
One evening when Padma and Sarada sat in Prabha’s
room having a drink, I entered and sat on the bed.
I said, “I need to talk about the feelings I carry
around inside of me. I think I need a sexual experience to know what it is I must renounce.”
Padma reacted immediately and viciously. “You’re
ungrateful for this opportunity for a spiritual life.
You’re a slut!”
I jumped off the bed, pulled up my skirt, spread my
legs, and said, “See, I’m a slut! I’m a slut!” I threw my
shoes—the object in India that represents the lowest,
most unclean part of the person—at Prabha’s meticulously decorated shrine. They shattered the glass on
the photographs of Ramakrishna and his wife, Sarada
Devi, and pieces spewed over the carpet. I ran out of
Prabha’s room, out of the cottage, through the convent grounds, and out onto the road leading into
town. I raced down the country road in total darkness,
chanting, “I will not go back! I will not go back!”

Mary and Jesus

After a long time, I heard a car approaching. As
it neared, I recognized it as our convent car. Sarada
slowed by my side and asked to talk with me. She
said, “We’ll ﬁnd a counselor for you to talk with, so
you can understand yourself better.”
Convinced that they would help me, I got into
the car and returned to the convent. But as the weeks
passed, they avoided the subject, skirted around it,
until it became all but nonexistent.
At this time two other young girls entered the
monastic life, and Swami had the three of us write
essays on Vivekananda’s talks on the four yogas:

Mary and Jesus (detail)
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Bhakti-Yoga, union with God through love; KarmaYoga, union with God through selﬂess work; JnanaYoga, union through the intellect; and Raja-Yoga,
union through meditation. Swami corrected our
essays, marked them with a red pen, underlined
passages, and made comments in the margins.
He asked me to come to his room to pick up my
notebook. When I entered, he turned to me and
said, “Vijali, you are the only one here who truly
understands the Bhakti-Yoga path.”
That night I had a strange dream: A bull came
to me, his muscles shining as they rippled under his
healthy coat, and mounted me as he would a cow, and
vigorously made love to me. I woke up in the midst of
climax, though I did not know what an orgasm was
then. I had read in the scriptures that Shiva sometimes comes in the form of a bull to initiate a person,
so I mused on this throughout the day.
In May of 1961, I had my twenty-second birthday.
Swami had arrived for his bi-monthly visit to the
convent from the main center in Hollywood. He was
alone in the living room reading the newspaper and
put the paper down when I asked, “How can I obtain
the grace of God?”
Swami said, “But you do have his grace. Do you
think it is any little thing that you enjoy doing worship and mental japa?” Swami put out his hand and
invited me to move closer. I sat on the ﬂoor in front
of his chair, and dug my ﬁngers into the deep pile of
the green carpet.
He looked thoughtful, and then he said, “Cover
everything with the Lord. Then you can’t go wrong.
Do you understand? Yes, struggle, but in the right
way. Don’t be shy. Come. Sit closer.”
“I need to set the table,” I said smiling as I got
up and went to the dining room. On the smooth
waxed ﬁnish of the convent table I set the stainless
steel knife and fork by the side of the stoneware plate.
Clink! The fork accidentally hit the glass at the ninth
and last setting for our evening meal. I was alone in
the dining room as Swami entered, took my hands,
and put his arms around me. His body was soft, pliable, and warm under his blue cashmere sweater. He
held me for a long time, his cheek against my face; he
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was only an inch or two taller than my ﬁve-feet-two
inches. His breath felt warm on me, and his body and
clothes emitted a sweet mellow fragrance. With his
arms around me, he said, “I love you. I want you to
be happy.”
He pressed full, moist lips against mine until I felt
his breath deepen. His tongue slipped into my mouth.
Then someone was coming along the path and he
stepped away, but as we separated, he whispered into
my ear, “Come to my room tonight after midnight,
after everyone is asleep.”
I slid out the kitchen door and walked up the path
through the chaparral to the Temple for the evening
service, thinking all the while of Swami’s lectures on
Sundays, and in particular his words, “Shut the doors
of the senses, rise above the sensual pleasures of the
world to ﬁnd God.” I felt stunned, happily stunned,
mysteriously stunned. Imagine, a swami—a monk—
kissing me, a nun!
After midnight, when I was certain that the nuns
were asleep, I opened the window in my room and
stepped out the screened porch door into the bright
moonlight. The oleanders were in bloom, and the
night-blooming jasmine perfumed the warm night
air. I heard an owl as I glided over the ﬂagstone path
in my slippers and entered the porch outside Swami’s room. I stood on the other side of his door for
a moment, my bathrobe covering my nightgown,
and then I knocked shyly. Swami opened the door
and immediately held me closely in his arms. Then
he led me into his room, took off my robe, and held
me again for a long time. He kissed me and tenderly
stroked my head and face. He said, “You are truly my
Shakti, my divine feminine, and know this for certain:
I am your Shiva, the sacred masculine. This relationship is eternal. Never look upon me as an ordinary
man. I feel the divine Shakti within you—and that is
what I worship.”
Swami placed his tapered ﬁngers at the opening of
my nightgown, unbuttoned the blue button, and let
the gown slide over my shoulders onto the ﬂoor. He
held my breasts in his two hands, and leaned down
and kissed my nipples. They stood pink and erect,
and lightning shot through my body until my legs
quivered and my groin ached. He put his arm around
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my waist and led me to the bed, where he untied the
drawstring of his pajamas and let them cascade off
his hips. He stood nude and his broad shoulders and
narrow waist reminded me of the dark boy Krishna
and his love exploits with the gopis, the cowmaids.
At ﬁrst, I couldn’t speak. I had never seen a man in
the nude. But here stood Swami disrobed from his
Sunday tunic with black curly hair cradling his semierect penis. He took my hand and drew me onto the
bed, lying half on top of me as his lips found my
breasts again. He tugged on their tips with his lips
and teeth. Then he kissed my neck and let his hands
follow the curve of my body, caressing my back, my
buttocks, my thighs. He pulled me on top of him as
we moved in rhythm, his dark lingam pressing to ﬁnd
my humid yoni. Heat ﬂared inside of me. He sat up
in the meditation position and I sat cross-legged,
wrapping my legs around him.
He whispered to me, “Yogis have developed control.” We toppled over and lay outstretched on the
bed, so that he moved on top of me, and came onto
my pubic hair and stomach.
We lay for some time in each other’s arms until we
heard the mourning doves cooing, and then Swami
said, “You must go quickly now, so no one sees you.”
He whispered after me, “Come to my room tomorrow
afternoon when the nuns take their naps.”
I moved through the day in a stupor. I had no idea
Swami had these feelings after all the effort he made
to keep us away from involvement with men, away
even from the occasional book or movie with sexual
content. I stumbled as I did my morning chores in the
convent, dropped objects, and could not unlock my
mind from the images and experiences of the previous
night. I had known Swami since I was nine—thirteen
years! He was sixty-seven and I was twenty-two.
When the nuns were all either napping or reading,
I went to Swami’s room and stood timidly before his
door, knocking gently.
He immediately opened the door and embraced
me, saying, “My Shakti, my love.” He quickly led me
into his room, and a little sheepishly he said, “Waiting
for you I got so excited, I—I’ve already come.”
There was a semen spill on his shorts, and he
chuckled about his comment of the night before,
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about the Yogi’s control. We tumbled onto the bed,
and removed each other’s clothes, caressing, whispering, kissing, and laughing.
In the afternoon, as Swami held me in his arms, I
said, “I love you more than anyone in the world. But I
don’t understand. I’ve been reading in the scriptures
that it’s necessary to keep absolute continence in
order to progress spiritually.”
“That isn’t so. Ancient Indian sages had children.
There’s nothing detrimental in the sexual act itself.”
“Then why,” I asked, “do people enter the monastic life and this convent you’ve established?”
“So as not to get entangled in attachments to family, wife, and children,” Swami said. “The complications
of desire interfere by taking time away from thinking
of God and practicing spiritual disciplines.”
To myself I wondered, “Then why don’t you share
and discuss your own evolution of thinking on this
subject with the group?”
For the next three years, Swami continued his schedule of bi-monthly visits to the convent. He and I got
together at every opportunity, and he was always passionate, taking the lead, the authority, as if he knew
what he was doing.
He would lie on top of me and ask me, “Am I on
the right place?” However, he never penetrated me the
entire time we were together.
Now I know he was referring to the clitoris, but I
wasn’t sure what he was talking about then. I had no
knowledge of my clitoris.
“It is important for my lingam to be touching the
right place,” he would say. “Have you come?”
And I would say, “Oh, yes,” not knowing what
come meant. Later I decided that he hadn’t had much
experience or he would have known that I never
climaxed.
The same desire that took me into the convent at age
fourteen—to realize Truth, to live with awareness, to
live with consciousness of heaven on earth—led me
out ten years later. The convent structure became
limiting, and brought nightmares of confusion
between the ideals of the convent and my continuing
relationship with Swami. I could not come to terms
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with the conﬂict. I felt the hypocrisy of continuing
to live in the convent, and I began to see Swami as
two-faced and dishonest about his own feelings and
private life. I would wake in the middle of the night
screaming. In darkness, panic grabbed me and I could
not breathe.
I craved study and hungered for knowledge of all
kinds. I longed to go to a university, and ﬁnally asked
Swami, “May I go, please. May I go?”
He refused my request, and only once did I
discuss with him the confusion I felt. As I laid
out his ocher robes for the Sunday lecture, I said,
“Swami, I came into the convent young—fourteen—
and I think it’s necessary for my development to
have a variety of experiences, even to make mistakes.
That’s part of spiritual development.” I buffed the
shoes I had recently polished and placed them back
in his closet. “I don’t have the opportunity here.
Maybe if I go to the convent at the Hollywood center
I will experience more.”

Swami said, “I understand, but what can I do?
Going to the convent in Hollywood won’t do—not
with access to the public.”
I wanted a broader life. Even the Catholic orders
allowed nuns to study and to develop service through
their hospital work or schools, but Swami wanted to
keep me cloistered.
When I announced my decision to leave, Swami said,
“Do what you have to do.”
The day before I left, Padma said, “We will ﬁnd a
counselor for you, like we promised many years ago,
if you will stay. A nun leaving the convent is caught
between two worlds and never ﬁnds happiness.”
But on the morning of my twenty-ﬁfth birthday,
with one hundred dollars borrowed from the father
of one of my sister nuns, and the conviction from a
small but conﬁdent voice inside of me that I knew I
must follow at all cost, I left the convent and headed
for Canada.
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